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Abstract

Resolving Soft Material Crystallinity through Scanning Transmission Electron Nanodiffraction

by

Ouliiana Panova

Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering – Materials Science Engineering

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Andrew Minor, Chair

A method for imaging the semi-crystalline structure of organic, electrically conducting molecular thin films using scanning nanodiffraction transmission electron microscopy (4D-STEM) is developed, with a maximum achieved resolution of 5-10 nm, depending on the material analyzed. The changes in local nanocrystalline structure of the polymer thin films under study - regioregular Poly(3-hexyl-thiophene-2,5-diyl), the small molecule 7,7’-(4,4-bis(2-ethylhexyl)-4H-silolo[3,2-b:4, 5-b’] dithiophene - 2,6-diyl) bis(6-fluoro - 4-(5’-hexyl[2,2’-bithiophen]-5-yl)benzo[c][1,2,5]-thiadiazole), abbreviated as p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 or T1, and Poly[2,5-bis(3-tetradecylthiophene-2-yl)thieno[3,2-b]thiophene], abbreviated as PBTTT - with processing conditions, such as solvent addition and annealing, are characterized and visualized. The methods presented show spatially resolved features such as overlapping grains and nematic liquid crystal character that have not been directly imaged before, and help remove ambiguities in X-ray and other techniques that have been thus far used to characterize these materials.

The method is first applied to polyethylene and P3HT samples to demonstrate the viability of the electron transmission technique on soft materials and determine its limitations. A resolution of 5 nm is achieved on P3HT. The method is subsequently used to visualize the changes in crystal structure of T1 when treated with 1,8-diiodooctane (DIO), and then on PBTTT to characterize morphological changes upon annealing. It is found that for T1, while the untreated samples exhibited a liquid-crystal-like structure with crystalline orientations varying smoothly over all possible rotations, the addition of a co-solvent induces partial segmentation of the structure characterized by the emergence of sharp grain boundaries and overlapping domains with unrelated orientations. In the case of PBTTT, the crystalline character of the nematic liquid crystal phase increases upon annealing. These results demonstrate how scanning electron nanobeam diffraction can provide a new level of insight into the structure of functional organic solids, and show how structure-property relationships can be visualized in organic systems using nanoscale electron microscopy techniques previously only available for hard materials such as metals and ceramics.
To my grandfather, Nikolai Nikolaievich Vasiliev, who inspired me to go into science

"Дедушка, расскажи мне про плазму"
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Electrically Conductive Polymers

Applicability and Relevance

Ever since the initial discovery of polyacetylene’s dramatic increase in electrical conductivity when reacted with iodine in 1977[1, 2], electrically conductive polymers have been postulated as an advantageous replacement for metals and semiconductors in practically any field where electrons need to go from one place to another[3]. Initially, the transport mechanism was not well understood, but to be able to bring the unique characteristics of these materials to the field of electronics was an exciting premise that spurred large research efforts. Polymers are – in addition to many other favorable properties – transparent[4], relatively cheap and easy to manufacture, lightweight, flexible[5, 6], and non-toxic. Furthermore, while they can exhibit high electronic conductivities on their own, they can also be doped with a variety of chemical additives in order to effectively become an equivalent to n or p type semiconductors. This meant that wherever there was silicon, there could be plastic instead – a revolutionizing idea indeed.

While it has quickly become apparent that their faster degradation[7, 8, 9] and lower efficiency[10] have yet to put them in direct competition with silicon in the large-scale photovoltaic industry (ref Fig.1.1), the field has successfully branched into myriad other applications where portability and ease of integration with other materials are the prevailing criteria. In addition to the already prominent and quickly growing OLED display industry[11, 12], conductive polymers are now being developed for use in wearable textiles[13, 14], corrosion-resistant surface treatments[15], organic field-effect transistors[16, 17, 18], capacitors[19], biomedical[20, 21, 22], environmental[23, 24], and mechanical[16, 25] sensors, antistatic coatings[26, 27], electroluminescent and optoelectronic[28, 29] devices, and many more[30].

Even though somewhat efficiency-challenged, polymers and organics have assets that rigid, opaque, brittle silicon can only dream about. Thanks to their transparency to the visible spectrum and the general malleability of their absorption bands, they can be seamlessly
integrated into window panes while retaining up to 90% of their visible transmittance[31] while eliminating the need for financially and environmentally costly energy distribution setups by generating energy directly where it is needed. The biosensor field has also been making great use of their unique properties; combined with specific functionalized additives such as graphene or metal nanoparticles, conducting polymers can detect a wide variety of biologically relevant chemical species, from glucose to neurotransmitters to nucleic acids[32, 33]. Their electrical conductivity is particularly useful in drug delivery systems and surgical augmentation, as they can release entrapped molecules[34] or exert a mechanical force[35] through the application of current – thus acting as scaffolding for specialized cell growth or as self-coiling and expanding vascular stents[36]. Their ability to conduct electrons away from surfaces makes them a good contender for transparent coatings, where accumulation of static charge could damage sensitive electronics or lead to dust and particle build-up over time[26]. The metallurgy industry has also been exploiting the polymers' stability in acidic and corrosive environments, while tailoring their electronic properties to allow them to form self-healing passivation layers to protect highly oxidizable metals such as steel[37, 38]. Textile makers saw them as an opportunity to weave tactile sensors and temperature controls directly into clothing[39], as their flexibility and biocompatibility would allow them to be integrated into the fibers of the fabrics. Conducting polymers have been at the core of advancements in the sensory mechanisms of artificial skin[40, 41], and have been postulated as possible artificial emulators of muscle tissue[42, 43].

This plethora of applications is in part spurred by better, more versatile and precise synthesis methods for polymers, which allows exquisite control over molecular composition and configuration. Since there is virtually no limit to how long or complicated a polymer can be, the landscape of molecular weight, atomic composition, side chain geometry, steric configuration, monomer combination, etc. has only been partly explored. The main feature of a conducting polymer is the conjugated backbone of alternating carbon single and double bonds; the length of the side chains or the nature of the end radicals affect its conducting character only inasmuch as they prevent charge transfer from one chain to another. New configurations are being synthesized and characterized at a rapid pace, creating new and exciting pathways for exploration and improvement.

While it remains true that some of the polymer components used in organic photovoltaics are much more expensive per weight than the usual silicon, the quantity needed to produce the same effective area is considerably smaller; in some cases, the manufacturing processes also lend themselves to large-scale, continuous mass-production, with particular interest in direct and 3D [44, 45] printing and rolling techniques[46, 47]. Even if the arid expanses of Arizona are in no danger of being tiled over for now, such ease of manufacture could potentially lead OPVs to become a viable addition to everyday energy generation in urbanized areas.
Figure 1.1: Comparison of the efficiencies of photovoltaic devices from 1976 to 2016. The organic photovoltaics (filled red markers) came rather late to the party (2001), but their efficiency has been steadily increasing. This plot is courtesy of the National Renewable Energy Laboratory, Golden, CO.
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Electronic Conduction Mechanisms

Because polymeric structures are usually closed-shelled covalent structures, they do not often have extra electrons available for charge conduction. This is partially why they are generally quite inert and chemically stable. The discovery of the conducting properties of the inorganic polymer polysulfur nitride (SN)_x showed that backbone structures with delocalized charge can, and do, exist\cite{48}. The secret to polymeric electron conduction resides in the conjugation of their backbones\cite{21}: an alternating sequence of carbon single and double bonds. Both types have \( \sigma \) bonding, which holds the molecule together; the double-bonds, however, also have \( \pi \) bonding, whose electrons are weaker and can become delocalized over the length of the chain. These \( \pi \) electrons are not as strongly attached to the structure and can either move somewhat freely along the chain – giving the polymer a metallic character – or react with doping species to form charge carriers. Indeed, while the principal mechanism of the delocalized \( \pi \) electrons moving along the backbone leads to a certain amount of conductivity, it is really the combination of a conjugated polymer to an oxidizing or reacting agent that generate the charge carriers necessary for competitive values of conductance. The addition of an oxidizing agent leads to what is – somewhat erroneously – called "p-doping", and, conversely, the addition of a reducing agent leads to "n-doping", the appellation referring to the charge of the conducting element.

The presence of a local charge on the backbone necessarily influences the conformation of its surroundings, especially if the molecule is particularly flexible or polar. The molecule that carries the charge can deform around the charge in order to fall into a more favorable, lower energy configuration (ref Fig.1.2); this coupling of a charge with a local physical distortion of the molecule is called a "polaron" and is what really carries current along the chain. In a lot of cases, it is more energetically favorable to carry two coupled polarons within one chain – such pairs are appropriately called "bipolarons". The distortion can come in the shape of a change in the order of alternance of the single and double bonds that compose the chain - forming a "soliton"; in those cases, the bond lengths slowly change along the length of the soliton and, as with the polaron case, the charge carrier can move along the backbone.

Since the alteration of the physical shape of the molecule is central to the mechanism of electronic conduction in polymers, it therefore follows that the arrangement of the chains would be of prime importance in the transfer of said conduction. An ordered arrangement of the chains would permit certain favorable pathways of charge transfer from molecule to molecule to occur reliably throughout the structure, or, to the contrary, suppress them. Close proximity of regularly arranged chains would make the transfer of charge to occur more frequently. Thus the periodic arrangement of the molecular chains plays a very important role in the conduction mechanisms of polymers.
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Figure 1.2: Polaron and solitons[49]. A) Illustration of the energies involved in a molecular ionization process. $E_{IP-v}$ is the vertical ionization energy, $E_{rel}$, the relaxation energy gained in the ionized state, $E_{dis}$, the distortion energy to be paid in the ground state in order that the molecule adopts the equilibrium geometry of the ionized state, and $E_{IP-d}$, the ionization energy of the distorted molecule. B) Evolution of the polyprrole band structure upon doping: (a) low doping level, polaron formation; (b) moderate doping level, bipolaron formation; (c) high (33 mol %) doping level, formation of bipolaron bands. C) Schematic illustration of the geometric structure of a neutral soliton on a trans-polyacetylene chain.

1.2 Polymer Crystallinity

When the average person thinks of crystals, it is primarily in the context of rigid, conventionally periodic structures exhibited by mineralogical specimens. If a material scientist thinks of crystals, this understanding is usually compounded with that of the closed-packed arrangements of metallic, ionic, or covalently bonded structures; but crystalline behavior is not limited to metals and ceramics. As it is defined as nothing more than a periodic arrangement of a repeated feature, polymers and complex organic molecules too can crystallize[50]. Their long, often quite flexible chains can bend on themselves, causing the backbones to align; in some instances, this localized arrangement is energetically preferred to the amorphous, "plate of spaghetti" type of configuration, and local crystallites, or "lamellae", form, as shown in Fig.1.3. Small organic molecules also show this tendency. This packing leads to a change in a range or properties of the materials; because of the increased proximity of the chains to one another, the polymer becomes denser, and the molecules become more strongly linked to one another due to the increased number of Van der Waals interactions between them, in addition to other electronic phenomena that begin taking place when the backbones and side chains begin to mesh. This inevitably telegraphs an alteration of the macroscopic, mechanical[51], optical, and electronic properties of the polymer; highly crystalline polymers tend to be stronger, tougher[52], and more opaque than their amorphous counterparts. The
 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.3: Schematic diagram of the crystallinity of a polymer[54]. a shows a semicrystalline configurations, where polymer chains fold on themselves and align to form areas of high order, connected by an amorphous phase; b shows smaller crystalline domains and c demonstrates a completely amorphous configuration.

effects of crystallinity on elastic properties, plastic deformation, and light absorption and transmittance can be quite drastic and have been extensively studied[53].

In the case of conducting polymers, crystallinity plays a huge role on the conductivity. While in an amorphous state charge transport between chains requires chance hopping of a charge from chain to chain, the alignment of the backbones cause the π bonds to regularly overlap – which means that the charge carriers now have an opportunity to not only move along a polymer chain, but reliably hop between them. If the packing is particularly efficient in the alignment of the π bonds, the conductivity is generally greatly improved[55]; in light of this, the control of crystallinity of conductive polymers is a crucial factor in their understanding and improvement. On a small scale, the stacking of the backbones along the π bonds, the interdigitation of the side chains, and the orientation of the molecule planes relative to one another all play a role in how charge is allowed to pass from chain to chain. These configurations have been, and are still, studied through simulation[56] and ab inito calculations, as well as diffraction and high-resolution phase imaging. The preferential self-assembly of the molecules through the stacking and alignment of their π bonds is fascinatingly complex, and much effort has been put forth to characterize them[57, 58, 59, 60]. In the case of the polymers studied here – P3HT[61], T1, and PBTTT – the backbones do crystallize in an arrangement that favors π stacking, leading to the possibility of easy chain to chain charge transfer. This implies that from a larger perspective, grain structure and the arrangement of the crystalline domains, their relative sizes and boundaries, the angles at which they lie, their preferential aspect ratios, the arrangements of the molecules within them – these all contribute greatly to the conductivity character of a polymer as well. To understand and control the crystallinity of conductive polymers could potentially truly bring about their rise above their silicon counterparts.

Of course, the extent to which crystallization occurs depends greatly on a number of
factors. In the case of polymers of very high molecular weight, crystallization is hindered or rendered altogether impossible by the sheer improbability of aligning the entirety of the chain lengths to each other, and whatever crystalline domains exist find themselves surrounded by amorphous regions. The nature of the monomer units of which the molecules are composed dictate the overall flexibility and spacial arrangement or coiling of the chains; certain bonds are rigid, while others can rotate, either completely freely or at specific angles, which can lead to a variety of complicated spacial geometries – from flat and planar to spiraled, coiled, or some other bizarre configuration. The addition of certain dopants needed for conductance complicates matters further, as the are usually introduced in rather large quantities (sometimes as much as a 1:1 ratio of dopant to conducting polymer) and interact both mechanically and chemically with the chains. Steric hindrance that arises from side chain and end radical geometry can also prevent the formation of ordered structures, although in some cases the chains can fall into an interlocking pattern that actually promotes periodicity. In certain cases, the conductivity of conductive polymers has been shown to not depend on chain packing geometry as much as surface and grain boundary interactions.

The conditions under which the molecules were formed plays a major role in determining the kinetics and wetting properties of the polymers. Annealing affects the mobility of the chains and tends to coarsen the crystalline domains, allowing them to grow quite in the same way as would grains in metals, even full crystallization is never quite achievable – except in special cases where single crystals are carefully, individually grown, or if the molecules
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are small enough to be able to move relatively freely when given the energy. Crystallization can also occur when the polymer is subjected to strains[63], as the primary deformation mechanism is the sliding of the chains past one another. When an uniaxial stress is applied, the chains move and preferentially align along the stress direction. Certain solvents modify the surface energies of the polymers, which leads the chains to favor certain arrangements and reject others; hydro- and oleo-phobic/phillic species are of particular importance to these mechanisms. Significant amounts of crosslinking – covalent or hydrogen bonding between chains – can prevent crystallization altogether; if the molecules are grafted to one another, the amount of energy, be it thermal or mechanical, supplied does not matter since the material cannot plastically deform unless chemical bonds are broken, at which point the polymer becomes melted or destroyed. Polymer crystallinity is thus a complex landscape of a number of variables that can be manipulated and regulated; to harness the ordering of the chains means to control the polymers’ properties.

1.3 Characterization Techniques for Polymers and Soft Materials

An outstanding question in the field of semicrystalline polymer characterization has been how to directly observe the microstructure of the polymer chains, and particularly the nanoscale orientation of crystalline domains. For example, the preferential crystallization of poly(3-hexylthiophene)(P3HT) along its $\pi-\pi$ bonds allows electrons and holes to easily move within the crystal bulk and thus has a direct effect on device efficiency. It then follows that a study of the location, size, distribution and local orientation of the crystalline domains is critical for engineering the improvement of organic photovoltaics. Polymers are usually mostly composed of light elements such as H, C, N, and O, and are held together by Van der Waals interactions. This makes their structure relatively weakly scattering (as opposed to materials containing heavy elements) and sensitive to radiation damage and environmental degradation.

General techniques such as NMR[64], and UV-vis[65], infrared [66, 67], and Raman[68, 69] spectroscopy are widely used to obtain information on the chemical composition of the polymers. Spectroscopy relies on the absorption of characteristic wavelengths by specific chemical bonds, from which the molecular structure of the polymer can be deduced. Differential scanning calorimetry[70, 71, 72] approaches the problem from a different angle by providing data on thermodynamic transitions as the material is heated or cooled, and thus can give a measure of its crystallinity; this fraction of crystalline to amorphous material can also be extracted from NMR data. X-Ray diffraction methods, such as XRD[73, 74, 75], SAXS [62, 76, 77], and WAXS[78, 79, 80, 81] have by far been the most often used methods. The crystalline arrangement of polymers allows for diffraction to occur, and characteristic spacings between the backbones, as well as between their side chains, can be extracted. While polymers very seldom exhibit large perfect crystals, the regularity of chain alignment
is enough for Bragg scattering to reliably occur, given of course that the sample is thick or crystalline enough. X-rays are relatively low-energy when compared to electrons, and therefore incur less damage to the polymers during data acquisition. Unfortunately, this method is rendered difficult by scattering from non-crystalline regions of the sample, which obscure signal, and weakly bonded molecules, which can heat up and start vibrating, further disrupting the crystallinity and making the signal difficult to interpret. This is usually palliated with a fit to a model of the polymer structure under investigation and comparison to an artificially generated Bragg scattering pattern. Because the molecular structures of the polymer chains are usually well-known, modern computational capabilities allow for the testing of many different configurations, and the empirical structure can usually be reliably fitted to a theoretical model[82]. Thus X-Ray diffraction can be used to fully characterize a single unknown polymer structure through a thorough investigations of the reflections of a carefully grown crystal, or to obtain more general information of the types of crystalline components or characteristic spacings present in a polymorphic or complex sample. In wide-angle X-ray investigations, the lattice spacing measurements can be made precisely enough to determine lattice strain [83, 84]. X-Ray methods are also used to determine the preferential orientation of polymer thin films, as the chains can crystallize into asymmetric lamellae that will lie in certain preferred orientations depending on the molecular structure, processing methods, or additives present.

All of the aforementioned techniques, however, provide data averaged over the bulk of the sample and thus cannot construct a map of the relative position of the crystallites over a local area; these measurements provide no information on the structure at smaller scales and their variation close to boundaries, inclusions, and other artifacts. The information obtained is statistically significant as an ensemble view but not as a local map, even though certain mean quantifications can be approximated – such as average grain size from XRD peak widths, for example, or fraction crystallinity calculations based on a normalization of peak intensity to the amorphous scattered background.

There exist characterization techniques such as electron backscattered scanning diffraction (EBSD)[92] that can efficiently map the local grain structure in metals and ceramics at the nanometer scale; unfortunately, the sensitivity of polymers to electron bombardment precludes the use of these techniques for semicrystalline organic systems. Most characterization techniques that image a sample’s structure directly require an electron beam to reach resolutions at the lengthscales on the order of the features of interest, the most common among them being Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). Since polymers are not conductive, SEM relied on the coating of the sample surface in a conducting film, usually gold. SEM investigates the surface features of the sample and provides structural and morphological information on the material, but does not make use of the diffracting nature of crystalline domains. TEM, on the other hand, can.

When applied to polymers, TEM becomes tricky, as beam damage can be very pronounced. Multiple studies have been performed on the effect of accelerating voltage and beam size on polymer structures[93, 94]. Cooling the samples with liquid nitrogen or helium mitigates the damage for most polymer systems[95]; in the research presented here, for ex-
Figure 1.5: Overview of published results on characterization techniques applied to crystalline polymers. a) XRD spectrum of polyethylene tetraphthalate\cite{85}, with a highly crystalline sample (top) used for a reference template and a more typical, less crystalline specimen (bottom) showing less resolved peaks. b) Nanodiffraction composite of a polyethylene single crystal\cite{86}. Many faint diffraction patterns from varied locations within the crystal were averaged to produce the final image. c) Scanning tunneling micrograph of poly(3,3"-didodecylquaterthiophene)\cite{87}, showing high resolution of the ordered chains. Field of view is 13 nm x 19 nm. d) Spatially resolved boundary map between polyethylene and nylon using scanning EELS spectra\cite{88}. e) Cryo-EM tomography of P3HT\cite{89}, showing lamellar chain arrangement. f)HRTEM of a small molecule with Fourier analysis used to extract chain orientations and map them (right)\cite{90}. g)AFM of P3HT films\cite{91}, showing dispersed terraces of crystalline domains.

ample, all samples were cooled to liquid N2 temperatures for data collection. Since polymers usually have a low melting temperature and electrical conductivity, the most common damage mechanism is melting, although cross-linking, chain twisting, or other effects can also significantly compromise film integrity. Higher accelerating voltages contribute to a better conservation of the sample’s integrity as they limit the volume and time of interaction of the electrons within the polymer film, and thus prevent some of the generation of secondary electrons that proceed to travel laterally through the sample and continue to cause damage even outside of the area directly under the beam. While different polymer systems respond differently to beam damage, with some considerably more robust than others (e.g. polyethylene), diffraction signal is observed to disappear within seconds even under low illumination. This issue has led us to choose high accelerating voltages (300 kV) and low illuminations...
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(on the order of a few Å/s²) and acquire data by stepping blindly to a new area of the sample where diffraction was suspected to occur. For each polymer system, in order to gain a qualitative understanding of the timescales of the beam damage, we performed several consecutive scans of the same area before collecting data. In certain cases (polyethylene oxide, P3HT, T1), even with the most conservative parameters possible, diffraction data could only be collected once, on the first scan. For more robust, thicker, or more crystalline systems (polyethylene, PBT27), at most two consecutive scans could be performed before complete loss of diffraction data.

Electron diffraction from polymers has nonetheless been exploited, with a notable example being the characterization of the lattice of polyethylene through electron diffraction of a large single crystal[86]. Because the diffraction signal from a single location is too weak, the full pattern was obtained by summing the patterns from many locations throughout the crystal. Sometimes the polymer film provides no contrast at all and has to be stained with heavier elements[96], which bind to the chains in specific ways and retain the characteristic crystalline structure of the material. The advent of faster and more sensitive detectors has allowed the imaging of polymers in both bright and dark field, where crystallinity could be seen and characterized.

A select few spatially resolved techniques have had success in mapping local polymer structure (ref Fig.1.5). EELS spectra have been used in conjunction with STEM to differentiate between polymer molecules and their bonding types[88]; this resulted in the construction of a map where grains of the two different molecules could be drawn. A high-resolution TEM technique has shown local distribution of polymer structure by tracing the lattice fringe arrangement visible in bright field[90, 97]. The algorithms used in that study are expanded upon in the research presented here (ref. Chap 3-4). There, Fourier techniques have been implemented to follow the orientation of phase-contrast lattice planes visible under regular bright field illumination, and a trace map of contiguous polymer chains was drawn. AFM studies have also been used to augment the results by providing information on the surface roughness of the film[91, 98], while scanning tunneling microscopy has produced some particularly striking images of the surfaces of certain polymer thin films, showing the crystalline arrangement of the chains, their bending and side-chain interdigitation[87]. Cryo-TEM tomography localized the polymers via diffraction of the encasing ice[89], as well as direct imaging and tomography of the chains themselves. In this study it is our goal to challenge the shortcomings of bulk techniques and expand on the few locally resolved ones by using low dose scanning transmission electron microscopy to obtain spatially resolved maps of the crystalline domains through diffraction. We use a technique based directly on the diffraction data of the polymer and reconstruct all real-space images in post-processing.
Chapter 2

Benchmarking the technique on P3HT:PS semicrystalline thin films

2.1 Motivation and overview

Poly(3-hexyl-thiophene-2,5-diyl), or more commonly referred to as P3HT, is currently one of the most successful conducting polymers. Even though it is a rather recent addition to the polymer field, it and its close doping companion, [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM), have been extensively studied\textsuperscript{[99, 100]} and are starting to see some serious applications in industry. The P3HT:PCBM duo has shown good relative conductivity and stability when compared to the rest of the CP cast, and is being especially groomed for large-scale photovoltaic and field-effect transistor applications. The structure of P3HT is as one would expect of a CP, with the alternating $\pi$ bonds carried by the thiophene rings. The molecules stack with the flat rings lying on top of one another, and the crystal structure leads to reasonable amounts of diffraction. Its lamellar structure and lattice parameter have also been characterized\textsuperscript{[101]}. In an effort to understand the crystal structure of CPs, P3HT was an ideal candidate for method testing and technique refinement.

2.2 Experimental Methods

Sample preparation

Regioregular P3HT was synthesized (93\% regioregularity), purified, and characterized using the techniques described by Bhatt et al\textsuperscript{[102]}. The molecular weights of P3HT and PS used in this work were 9 kg/mol and 10.8 kg/mol, respectively. P3HT and PS were dissolved separately in a solution of chlorobenzene\textsuperscript{[103, 104]} with a concentration of 10 mg/mL and subsequently filtered with 0.2 mm polytetrafluoroethylene filters. A 50:50 w/w blend of P3HT and PS was made by blending equal weight of P3HT and PS solutions. Initial samples were drop-cast, but turned out too thick for proper TEM analysis. The mixed solution was
spin-coated onto a glass substrate at 3000 rpm for 60 s, resulting in a 30 nm thick film which was then deposited onto a lacey carbon-supported copper grid via lift-off in deionized water. The TEM samples were dried at room temperature in vacuum for 24 h and subsequently annealed for 1 h at 150°C in an Ar-filled glovebox.

The 4-dimensional scanning electron microscopy (4D-STEM) data was acquired using a FEI Titan TEM operating at 200 and 300 kV (Fig. 2.1a). A custom written Python script directed the STEM acquisition, which used a convergent beam with a convergence half-angle of 0.51 mrad (Fig. 2.1a) to raster over an $m$ by $n$ area and collect a stack of diffraction patterns (Fig. 2.1b). While the convergent probe allowed for STEM rastering, the small convergence angle ensured that the diffraction disks did not overlap in the diffraction patterns (DPs). The probe in this study was not aberration corrected. Initial low-dose low-mag STEM images (dwell time of 1 microsecond) enabled us to find the regions of interest. Annular dark-field STEM images were collected with a semi-angle of 34 mrad. The rastering was performed with a 20 and 40 nm step size and an exposure of 70 and 50 ms respectively; the time was chosen to optimize the diffracted signal given a chosen probe current. The 20 nm minimum step size was chosen because it was the smallest step size that did not result in a decrease in the Bragg scattered peak intensities. The diffraction images were captured with a Gatan Orius camera, but a more sensitive camera might be able to record similar diffraction intensities with a shorter dwell time and electron dose, effectively increasing the spatial resolution of the technique. The presence of sulfur atoms within P3HT backbone allowed us to map the sulfur K-edge via electron dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) in the TEM to confirm the presence and distribution of P3HT molecules. The stacks of DPs obtained during each scan were subsequently mined to reveal the distribution of the crystallites. Each DP in the set corresponds to a real space position $(i, j)$ of the rastered beam; crystallite orientation parameters can be extracted by locating and indexing the Bragg diffraction spots. While a single diffraction pattern can be manually indexed, 4D-STEM can raster areas as large as 128 by 128 probe positions, resulting in 16384 individual diffraction patterns that require automated analysis routines.

**Electron dose considerations**

Electron beam damage in polymers is ubiquitous, and several recent review articles address this issue [105, 106]. Experimentally, we observe the damage as a rapid disappearance of diffraction spots; changes in accelerating voltage between 200 and 300 kV did not show any observable difference in diffraction persistence. Careful studies of diffraction intensity as a function of time can result in a characteristic dose, $D_e$, for a given material [105, 107, 106]; these measurements were not carried out here. Often the term "low-dose" electron microscopy is used to describe parallel beam TEM with an electron dose on the order of $10 \text{ e}^-/\text{Å}^2$. Because this is a convergent beam technique and all the electrons are focused to a small area (about 4000 Å²), the electron dose rate is high at about 8000 e/Å²s. The short exposure time of 70 ms reduces the dose to about 600 e/Å², and one can decrease the dose even further by defocusing the probe over a larger area. Measurement of the probe
Figure 2.1: The 4DSTEM experiment. (a) Convergent beam rasters across the sample \((i,j)\) and captures a full diffraction pattern \((K_x, K_y)\) for each probe location. (b) Molecular schematic of the P3HT monomer structure. (c) The data takes the form of a 4-dimensional \(n \times m\) set where each pixel in real space \((i, j)\) corresponds to a full diffraction pattern \((K_x, K_y)\).

Size was done by imaging the convergent beam at high magnification onto a charge-coupled device. A profile of the probe image at 200 kV shows a shape with a full-width half-maximum (FWHM) of 7 nm and a dose of about 2000 e/Å² at its peak. The total beam current was measured at 5 pA, which corresponds to an average electron dose of 8000 e/Å², over an area with a diameter defined by the FWHM of 7 nm. Ten nanometers from the center of the probe the dose is still on the order of 20 e/Å². This data shows that not all parts of the sample receive an equivalent dose; the optimal probe shape for diffraction studies of polymers remains to be investigated. The impact of this technique is the ability to step to a
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Figure 2.2: Schematic illustration of the algorithm developed. (a) Diagram of the effect of the beam sway as it scans the sample; the colored surface is a parabolic fit to calculated beam shifts for the P3HT sample dataset used in this study. (b) Diagram of a typical diffraction pattern obtained in 4D-STEM, with diffraction spots superimposed on a background scattered halo. Inset shows a DP from a gathered dataset. (c) Diffraction pattern after processing, with the background halo removed and the diffraction spots clearly featured. A virtual annular aperture used for virtual dark field calculations is outlined in white. Inset shows the DP from (b) after application of the algorithm.

new area of the sample that has not yet been exposed to electrons. The diffraction pattern is robust against changes in focus conditions so one does not need to expose an area to achieve a focus condition. Additionally, diffraction is efficient at using electrons, and contrast in a diffraction pattern is much easier to achieve than in a conventional TEM image. The short time scales used effectively eliminate errors and distortions that could be incurred by stage vibrations or sample charging. By keeping track of the history of the stage motions, one can step to a new area of the sample with the beam blocked and then acquire a dataset with the possibility of capturing an interesting area. In this work we keep track of the exposure in an effort to prevent the sample from altering its structure.

2.3 Analysis algorithm

Methods for manual and automated analysis of diffraction patterns with high signal/noise have been reported previously [108, 109, 110]; however, automated analysis of DP sets from semicrystalline polymers, such as those explored here, requires additional steps. In soft materials Bragg reflections from crystalline features have weak intensities due to the low electron dose. Additionally, they are superimposed onto a monotonically decaying background (Fig. 2.2b), which varies in intensity from one probe position to the next. We propose that this background arises from interactions between the incident beam and amorphous regions in
the sample (amorphous halo). Furthermore, the beam tilts as it rasteres the sample, which causes the diffraction patterns to shift within the detector’s field of view. This causes the patterns to be misaligned non-linearly with respect to one another within the dataset (Fig. 2.2a); this effect is greater at lower magnifications. The beam-stop, necessary for image sensor protection, hides the central transmitted beam and eliminates a point of reference that could have been used to align the patterns to one another.

The first step in the algorithm is to align the DPs. The true center of each diffraction pattern is found by fitting an ellipse to a subset of points taken from the amorphous halo and calculating its center of mass. The patterns are then shifted such that the calculated center matched the center point of the detector’s field of view (Fig. 2.2a).

The second step is to remove the amorphous halo; a different amorphous halo is subtracted from each DP. First, the averaged intensity of the scattered amorphous background is computed using an aperture that excludes the ring where diffraction occurs, obtaining an amorphous scale factor $h_{i,j}$ for each probe location $(i, j)$. The matrix $h_{i,j}$ is then normalized by a constant corresponding to the largest value of $h_{i,j}$. A reference halo image $I_h (K_x, K_y)$ is generated by summing all of the diffraction patterns and normalizing by the number of probe positions. The intensity values of the reference halo image are then multiplied by $2h_{i,j}$ to obtain a reference halo tailored to each probe position $(i, j)$; the factor of 2 allows for an efficient suppression of the amorphous signal. The specific background halo image is then subtracted from its respective DP. Negative pixel values resulting from the subtraction are set to zero. This effectively decouples the diffraction signal from the scattered halo surrounding it. The halo subtraction procedure is illustrated schematically in Figs. 2.2b and c; typical data before and after subtraction are shown in the insets. After the correction, all DPs exhibiting no Bragg diffraction are reduced to flat, near-zero images.

The third step is to generate virtual dark field images by summing the signal from each DP that falls within a defined aperture area. This step is equivalent to the experimental use of an objective aperture selecting given diffraction conditions[111]; in the case of soft materials, the ability to obtain all possible dark field images with a single exposure eliminates damage that would be caused by multiple exposures. Of course, virtual dark field images can also be obtained by summing the total intensity at each probe location without any processing.

Finally, the positions of the diffracted spots can be found by locating peaks of highest intensity whose centers fall within a narrow range of distances from the center, as defined by the polymer’s observable Bragg reflections and achieved via a virtual annular aperture (Fig. 2.2c). Acquired diffraction frames were of three types: those with only one Bragg reflection present per frame, those with more than one Bragg reflection per frame, and those with no Bragg diffraction present. Diffraction patterns containing more than one crystal orientation occur either because the beam has sampled adjacent crystallites or because there are layers of crystalline material; the multiple orientations are twists about the axis parallel to the beam. Frames with no visible diffraction are either not aligned or not crystalline. Some DPs exhibit bright diffraction disks while others can barely be distinguished. In this study, we conservatively accepted peaks as "visible" only if their integrated signal over the
Figure 2.3: Raw and minimally processed images for P3HT/PS (200 kV). (a) ADF-STEM image with oval clusters of P3HT shown by white arrows. (b) Aggregate at higher magnification displaying structure within. (c) EDS map with sulfur signal in yellow. (d) Preliminary virtual dark field image reconstructed using the entirety of the DP field of view.

disk area was strong enough to outcompete peaks arising from background noise after halo subtraction. As the center of each DP is known, we can then easily compute the relative angle of the diffraction spots and create a Bragg diffraction angle map.
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Crystallinity of P3HT:PS

Fig. 2.3a-c show images of the P3HT:PS sample captured at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. Under annular dark field (ADF) STEM mode, large (about 200 nm) oval disks were observed (Fig. 2.3a); when surveyed at higher magnification they were shown to exhibit rough internal features (Fig. 2.3b). Sulfur EDS confirmed that these structures were mostly P3HT (Fig. 2.3c).

A virtual dark field image with an aperture that includes the whole field of view of the detector is shown in Fig. 2.3d, prior to alignment or halo subtraction. This image contains signal from both the diffracting and amorphous regions and provides a measure of the relative thickness of the sample, which shows structure that was not discernible under ADF-STEM conditions. The lacy carbon support scatters electrons more intensely than the polymer sample and thus appears saturated on the image due to the very bright background halo it generates.

The results of our analysis on the P3HT:PS sample are presented in Figs. 2.4 and 2.5. Fig. 2.4a is a ADF-STEM image of an independent P3HT:PS blend taken at 300 kV. In some experiments, the P3HT-rich oval disks appeared brighter than the background (Fig. 2.3b), while in others they appeared darker (Fig. 2.4a). The origin of this difference in contrast is presumably due to a thickness differential in the PS film surrounding the oval structures. The use of different apertures allows us to probe different aspects of the sample morphology, as exemplified in Figs. 2.4b-c. The virtual dark field image in Fig. 2.4b is constructed before subtraction of the background halo; we can see that without halo subtraction or use of a virtual aperture around the diffraction locations, the scattered amorphous signal dominates the image. When our algorithm is employed, however, the on-axis crystalline domains are immediately distinguishable (Fig. 2.4c).

An aperture-aided virtual dark field, similarly constructed to the one shown in Fig. 2.4c, is presented from a different sample in Fig. 2.5a. The virtual dark field image is normalized and locations where crystalline reflections are strongest appear in white and yellow. These results clearly show that the oval structures are not exhibiting Bragg reflections over their entire area. The Bragg reflections that do appear on the DPs are shown in Fig. 2.5c, with their scattering angle plotted in color and overlaid onto the ADF image. While a few of the crystalline reflections can be seen scattered throughout the space between the aforementioned large oval structures, most of the crystalline reflections seen are contained within those oval regions. Furthermore, clusters of adjacent pixels showing Bragg peaks with similar orientations can clearly be observed, and can span distances as large as 80 nm. The distribution of the crystallite orientations mapped within the oval clusters appears to be fairly uniform, and the crystalline features are oriented randomly with respect to one another. Reflections around 90° are seldom picked up by the algorithm, as they are masked by the beamstop, as illustrated in the colorwheel legend of Fig. 2.5b. Finally, we can obtain a measure for the localized degree of crystallinity by computing the ratio between the now decoupled diffracted and amorphous signals. The diffracted signal is taken to be the VDF such as the one in Figs. 2.4c and 2.5a, where only diffracted Bragg peaks appear as non-
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Figure 2.4: Algorithm applied to P3HT:PS sample at 300 kV. (a) ADF-STEM image of P3HT sample, with the 4D-STEM-rastered region outlined in a white dashed square. Two VDFs of the 4DSTEM dataset (step size of 40 nm) are shown. (b) VDF image constructed from signal summed over the whole field of view of the detector. (c) VDF image constructed from halo-subtracted signal within a thin virtual annular aperture that only includes locations where diffraction peaks occur.

zero features. The amorphous signal is an \( i \) by \( j \) map of the amorphous scale factors \( h_{i,j} \) obtained previously. This result is shown in Fig. 2.5c and further confirms the location and distribution of P3HT crystalline features within the oval structures.

Measurements from individual diffraction patterns indicate that the P3HT polymer lamellae could be lying edge-on as well as face-on, as described by Brinkmann and Rannou\[112\], for a low MW semicrystalline P3HT sample. Visual measurements of the Bragg reflections observed yielded an average interplanar distance of 3.87 Å ± 0.12 Å over 41 patterns; conversely, the same measure- ment was made using the Bragg reflections found by the algorithm, which resulted in a value of 3.71 Å ± 0.29 Å over 1805 patterns. The error is larger for the algorithm due to the non-uniform illumination of the Bragg spots, which leads to error in the estimation of the true center of the peak. This measured periodicity at 3.8 Å agrees well with the 3.9 Å stacking period of successive polythiophene backbones along the b-axis of a monoclinic structure modeled by Kayunkid et al.\[113\] and observed by others\[112, 114, 115, 116\]. This reflection corresponds to the (020) reflection of the monoclinic structure proposed by Joshi et al.\[114\] (2008) and Brinkmann and Rannou\[112\], or the (020) reflection of the orthorhombic structure proposed by Tashiro et al.\[116\] and Prosa et al.\[115\]. This periodicity corresponds to the \( \pi - \pi \) bond spacing and would appear on the DP only if the crystallite is oriented edge-on, with either the a- or c-axis parallel to the beam\[117\]. This spacing, however, is extremely close to the (002) reflection characteristic of monomer spacing along the backbone (3.88 Å)\[112\] that would be exhibited by face- on oriented crystallites, to the point that we cannot distinguish between the two. Furthermore, for a film thickness of approximatively 30 nm the ratio of edge-on to face-on orientations is estimated to be about 1 according to Huang et al.\[118\], which means that both reflections are equally likely.
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Figure 2.5: Algorithm applied to P3HT/PS sample at 200 kV. (a) Normalized VDF showing the relative intensity of the Bragg reflections, obtained from a processed dataset where the background scattered halo has been removed. (b) Map of a normalized local degree of crystallinity, as defined here by the ratio of the Bragg diffraction signal to the extracted amorphous scattered signal. Yellow spots indicate high degree of crystallinity. (c) Bragg diffraction angle map of the rastered region, with the angle map overlaid onto the ADF image.

to occur. Diffraction spots generated by longer stacking distances and thus appearing closer to the center in diffraction space while present within the signal, are completely masked by the central transmitted beam and therefore could not be extracted.

If one of the axes p of a crystallite is parallel to the electron beam, diffraction spots indicate that its orthogonal axis is randomly oriented in twists about p. The Bragg rotation map shown in Fig. 2.5c shows that crystallites can be bigger than our step size of 20 nm, with slight misalignments across adjacent probe positions. This is expected; indeed, in addition
to a low signal to noise ratio of the diffracted signal, which makes some peak locations ambiguous, polymer chains could show a propensity to bend even when in a semi-crystalline state. This would lead not only to a slight rotation of the Bragg peaks from one pattern to the next, but also to the dis- appearance of others as the lattice planes twist and bend out of axis alignment. This would indicate that the crystalline regions mapped here are only a subset of larger and/or more numerous crystalline features, which are not accessible through 4DSTEM unless the sample is tilted into the corresponding Bragg conditions. Therefore, dark areas on the virtual dark fields do not necessarily indicate amorphous regions, although those are bound to be present as well. While not investigated in this study, these ambiguous regions could be characterized with a combination of tilting experiments and better dose control.

2.4 Conclusion

We have introduced a scanning transmission electron microscopy technique to obtain spatially resolved maps of crystalline domain orientations over a field of view on the order of 1 micron with a spatial resolution of 20 nm. Corrections for beam tilt and amorphous scattering were essential for obtaining these maps. This technique was applied to a blend of P3HT and PS with containing P3HT-rich oval shaped domains. Regions on order 80 nm in length appeared to have coherently oriented crystals. Such maps may prove useful for determining pathways for electronic charge transport in P3HT-containing materials. The technique we have developed, however, is perfectly general, and can be applied to any semicrystalline polymer sample.
Chapter 3

Effect of DIO on the structure of T1 small molecule thin films

3.1 Motivation and Overview

The structure and morphology of any functional material can be directly correlated with its properties, including organic solids such as polymers and metal organic frameworks[119, 120, 121]. However, direct imaging using conventional electron microscopy methods to study structural ordering at the level of individual defects and nanoscale domains is not routine for organic solids or other soft materials in the same manner as it is for inorganic or hard materials such as metals and ceramics. This difficulty is typically due to the complex (and often hierarchical) internal structure in thin-films and the inherent sensitivity to electron beam induced damage in soft materials. Thus, new and more robust methods for systematically investigating structure are necessary. Towards this end, we demonstrate the 4D Scanning Electron Transmission Microscopy (4DSTEM) technique for the controlled, systematic, and facile investigation of nano-scale order in a hierarchical, organized soft matter system. As their electronic properties depend highly on their crystallographic geometry, organic semiconductors exemplify the need for improved understanding of the link between structural and functional properties in solid thin-films across a multitude of length-scales ideally suited for study by electron microscopy methods. The low cost, low weight, flexibility, and manufacturability of polymers and organic molecular solids make them attractive materials for applications in photovoltaics[122, 123, 124], integrated circuits[125], light-emitting devices[126], bioelectronics, and thermoelectrics, as alternatives to conventional metals and semiconductors. In well-performing organic semiconductors, the molecular structure and processing must both be extensively optimized for a particular application. Intramolecular electronic transport is typically facile along the conjugated backbone of a molecular or polymeric system, while intermolecular interactions allow charge to couple across larger scales[127, 128, 61, 129]. It follows that the geometry and configuration of the molecules relative to one another dictate the charge transfer pathways, and understanding how low-dimensional and
highly anisotropic semiconductors can form well-connected and robust morphologies remains a great challenge in the manipulation and creation of new topologies and realization of increasingly efficient charge-transport in soft materials. In this study, we have characterized the nanostructure and defects of a small molecule, 7,7’- (4,4 - bis(2 - ethylhexyl) - 4H - silolo[3,2-b:4, 5-b‘] dithiophene - 2,6 - diyl) bis(6 - fluoro - 4 - (5’- hexyl[2,2‘- bithiophen]- 5 - yl)benzo[c][1,2,5] - thiadiazole)[130], classically abbreviated as p-DTS(FBTTh$_2$)$_2$ in literature, and in this paper denoted as T1, under two different processing conditions using 4DSTEM. Our results demonstrate the ability to characterize the structure of soft materials with nanometer resolution using electron microscopy, and show how the arrangement of nanoscale domains and their coupling from nano-scale to mesoscale can be directly visualized for these types of materials systems.

3.2 Experimental Methods

Sample preparation and microscopy

After dissolution of the T1 molecule in chlorobenzene, a 0.4% DIO solution was added to one of the samples before both were drop-cast onto a lacey carbon Cu TEM grid. The nanodiffraction datasets were collected using a Gatan Orius CCD on a FEI TitanX microscope at 300 kV operated in STEM mode with a small convergence semi-angle of 0.48 mrad and a camera length of 380mm. The probe size was measured to be 2.0 nm at full-width half-max. Since the undiffraction central spot was needed for realignment of the diffraction patterns, and to avoid masking any diffraction spots, no beam stop was used. The spots on the diffraction patterns are large in part due to the parallel nature of the beam, and average about 24 pixels in diameter on the detector. Having large but non-overlapping spots on the diffraction pattern presents an advantage when performing template matching, as the locations of the spots can be determined quite robustly. The samples were cooled with liquid N$_2$ in order to mitigate beam damage to the long-range order during data collection. Because beam exposure of an area destroys its crystallinity, locations for data collection were determined semi-blindly. The sample was surveyed in STEM diffraction mode until a place with strong lattice reflection spots was found, at which point the beam was blanked. The goniometer was then moved by a few microns away from the damaged area, and the 4DSTEM acquisition launched immediately after un-blanking the beam. Diffraction patterns were obtained at an empirically determined minimum step size of 10 nm over an area of 128 by 128 pixels, with an acquisition time of 33 ms. These parameters were empirically determined to provide the best signal-to-noise ratio on the diffraction patterns. Longer exposure times led to a destruction of sample crystallinity; exposure times were also limited by the speed of the Orius camera. Shorter step sizes led the beam to prematurely damage areas that had yet to be sampled; even though the probe size at full-width half-max was smaller than the 10 nm step size, the damage incurred by the secondary electrons as they percolate laterally through the sample and cause damage ahead of the probe put a limit to how close the probe locations could be
without seeing the diffraction spots disappear.

The dose or fluence (in e/Å²) that the sample receives can be estimated by two approaches:

1. Calculate the average fluence over the entire scanned area and
2. Calculate the fluence as if all of the beam current is spread over an area defined by the FWHM of the probe.

Using the first method, a beam current of 5 pA with a step size of 10 nm and an exposure of 33 ms translates into an average fluence of about 100 e/Å² for the nanobeam diffraction experiment in this work. A typical HAADF-STEM image of 50 pA, 12 µs dwell time and 2 Å pixel size corresponds to a fluence of about 1000 e/Å². As compared with one STEM image, the nanobeam diffraction exposes the sample to an order of magnitude less fluence. Using the second method, a beam current of 5 pA covering the area of a circle of 2 nm (FWHM of probe) with an exposure of 33 ms translates into a fluence of about 3·10³ e/Å² as compared with the fluence of a typical HAADF-STEM image of about 500 e/Å².

### Data processing and analysis

The 4D-STEM data collected was processed in Matlab in order to extract the diffraction spot positions at every pixel. Since the beam tilts in order to raster the sample, the projected diffraction patterns obtained from different locations are not aligned to one another on the detector and need to be realigned to a common center after acquisition. This was accomplished with sub-pixel precision using a discrete Fourier transform method[131] and the bright central transmitted beam as a reference. The strong scattered signal from amorphous elements (lacey carbon and amorphous and/or damaged parts of the film) created a relatively strong background halo at the characteristic lattice spacing of interest and thus obscured or washed out the diffraction spots. Since this effect was not uniform throughout the sample, the background had to be subtracted for each of the DPs individually, using an averaged halo image weighted according to the mean amorphous background intensity of each DP as the subtracted reference. The patterns are thresholded such that small signal areas (<10 pixels) are removed; these correspond to particularly intense noise that could provide false positives in the template matching if their curvature matches particularly well with that of the disk template, but are too small to represent a distinguishable diffraction spot. Since all of the diffraction disks are of the same size to within a pixel, each reflection is found using a phase correlation technique to locate places on the diffraction pattern, \( I \), that match an artificially generated template of a disk of the same diameter, \( I_{\text{ref}} \), as the average diffraction spot, using

\[
P(K_x, K_y) = \mathcal{F}^{-1} \left\{ \frac{\mathcal{F} \{I(K_x, K_y)\} \circ \mathcal{F} \{I_{\text{ref}}(K_x, K_y)\}^*}{|\mathcal{F} \{I(K_x, K_y)\} \circ \mathcal{F} \{I_{\text{ref}}(K_x, K_y)\}|} \right\},
\]

where high values of \( P(K_x, K_y) \) represent locations on the DP where the template and the image match well. Due to the nature of phase correlation, spots are matched to the template
preferentially based on shape, which in this case is the radius of curvature of the diffraction spot. This makes this method robust in the case of incomplete, intensity variable, and noisy diffraction spots. Since the characteristic lattice constant of interest is known, peaks are only looked for at a close distance to that radius. Lattice reflections at other characteristic lattice spacings, probably due to some small amount of contamination, were ignored as they were rare, persisted through only a few adjacent DPS, and more importantly were uncorrelated to the reflections of interest and did not match any of the lattice spacings expected from the material. For the T1 sample (no DIO addition), a single DP would exhibit several diffraction spots "smeared" along an arc, characteristic of a sampling of a continuously varying field of orientations; in that case, the peak closest to the center of mass of the "arc" was chosen for the 2D mapping.

Trace flow visualizations were made by propagating lines across the field of view. At each real space position \( r_1 \), a seed for every found orientation \( \theta_1 \) is initiated and a line propagated to its adjoining pixel \( r_2 \), wherein it takes on the orientation \( \theta_2 \) of the orientation closest to \( \theta_1 \). The line is stopped if no close orientations are found. This method leads to an unequal line density, which necessitates a selection process that erases lines that are too close together for visualization purposes.

The autocorrelation maps \( C(\Delta r, \Delta \theta) \) were computed on a 3D representation of the dataset according to the normalized expression

\[
C(\Delta r, \Delta \theta) = \frac{\langle I(r, \theta)I(r + \Delta r, \theta + \Delta \theta) \rangle_{r,\theta} - \langle I(r, \theta) \rangle_{r,\theta}^2}{\langle I(r, \theta) \rangle_{r,\theta}^2}
\]

(3.2)

At each coordinate \( r \) of real space, the \( \theta \) dimension was populated by placing a Gaussian peak at all \( \theta \) values where a diffraction spot was found for that location. The heights of the peaks were normalized to the intensity of their respective spot signals, and its width was set to that of a diffraction spot. The characteristic features expected are illustrated in Fig. 3.1, where the cross-correlation analysis is applied on an increasingly blurred artificial dataset. Notably, a field of discrete grains generates "echoes" where the cross-correlation looks far enough away to find grains of same orientation.

3.3 Results

The small molecule under consideration (3.2b) is a well-studied and well-performing electron donor typically used in conjunction with an acceptor molecule, such as [6,6]-phenyl-C\(_{70}\)-butyric acid methyl ester\[97\] (PC70BM) in bulk heterojunction materials with reported efficiencies above 10%\[61, 132\]. The material is known to undergo a lyotropic phase transition during the spin casting process that remains kinetically trapped in the thin film\[133\]. Polarization-dependent photoconductive AFM was able to map and estimate the local orientational order at a resolution of about 15 nm and complementary dark field TEM experiments confirmed the presence of a liquid crystalline phase at an even coarser resolution\[97\]. However, due to the intrinsic and practical limitations of both methods, little is known about the
structure on the nanometer scale such as the morphology, size, and mutual arrangement of the crystalline domains. When the samples are processed using a small concentration of the co-solvent 1,8-diiodooctane (DIO), the morphology and functional properties are significantly changed. In the poly(3-hexyl-thiophene-2,5-diyl) conducting polymer system it has been observed that the addition of DIO solvent affects a number of morphological and electronic characteristics of the polymer film[134]. Samples treated with certain concentrations of DIO have shown a decreased viscosity and surface roughness under atomic force microscopy[135], and its addition appears to contribute to a more compact packing of the donor and acceptor phases and an overall more homogeneous film morphology[136]. When DIO was added to a blend of T1 and PC70BM, a maximum photocurrent efficiency (PCE) was found for 0.4% DIO; increasing the concentration degraded the PCE performance[137], as the addition of PC70BM in large quantities appears to disrupt the crystallinity of T1. Most recently Brown et al. reported that the addition of DIO to a similar donor small molecule converts the normally in-plane direction of the backbone to a to a 50:50 in-plane:out-of-plane orientation of the backbone[138]. However, the nature and extent of any morphological changes have yet to be explored at high resolution.

Two samples of the T1 molecule, one with DIO treatment (T1+DIO) and one without, were blade-coated and imaged using the 4DSTEM technique, shown schematically in 3.2a. The fragile nature of the samples’ crystallinity under the electron beam presents a significant challenge, as did the relatively weak diffraction from the ordered domains. In order to reduce beam damage, the samples were cooled with liquid nitrogen and the acquisition parameters were empirically tuned to obtain the best diffraction signal possible; a step size of 10 nm was found to be the limit below which the beam started damaging the crystallinity of regions it had yet to sample, providing the spatial resolution limit for any image resulting from the data. A representative sampling of the diffraction patterns (DPs) obtained are shown in

Figure 3.1: Illustration of the evolution of the autocorrelation map as an artificially constructed microstructure evolves from sharp, distinct grains to a smoothly varying orientation field. The transition is done by applying a Gaussian filter with standard deviation \( \sigma \); dataset size was chosen to match the size of the data gathered for T1 and T1+DIO.
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3.2c. Due to the high degree of crystallographic texture oriented for diffraction, almost every single probe location exhibited at least one diffraction spot pair corresponding to an in-plane about 3.7 Å π-π spacing of the T1 molecule. It is noteworthy that the 4DSTEM experiment is fast and straightforward making its application to other soft materials accessible.

Figure 3.3 shows how the 4DSTEM can extract previously unseen structural information about the small molecule thin film. The traditional high angle annular dark field (HAADF) images acquired during a standard capture (square images in Figures 2a and b) provide effectively no information about the film’s structure. Likewise, virtual dark field reconstructions measuring the brightness of the amorphous halo (rectangular images in 3.3a and b) do not provide any information that can be directly related to the properties of the material. In contrast, the 4DSTEM technique can reveal the underlying structure of the small molecule.
films by assigning every pixel of a raster scan to a specific in-plane crystal orientation or distribution of crystal orientations\[139\]. Mapping the angle of orientation of the brightest diffraction spot pair for each probe location reveals the impact of DIO on the morphology of the polymer. The sample left to dry without DIO exhibits a structure akin to that of liquid crystals\[140\], with ordered domains smoothly twisting over the whole 180° range and over length scales of about 100 nm, with some shorter-range roughness on the scale of tens of nm (Fig 3.3c). Of note are the topological defects that can be visualized (two of opposite sign are indicated with arrows). These singularities represent defect structures called disclinations, which have been extensively modeled\[141, 142\], and previously observed for this system\[97\].

By contrast, the sample treated with DIO shows a sharply segmented grain structure, with clearly defined grain boundaries and identifiable domains of closely similar orientations that extend over hundreds of nm, as seen in Figure 2d. While there is still an approximate 5 to 10° internal fluctuation in orientation within the grains due to the flexible nature of the molecule, the crystalline domains are now very clearly defined. Low-angle grain boundaries and small angular fluctuations are postulated to maintain electronic coupling between neighboring domains better than random orientations. The DPs for this sample also exhibit several distinct lattice reflections at certain probe locations that persist over dozens of real space positions, providing demonstrative evidence that distinct crystalline domains overlap through the film thickness of this sample on the sample size of the probe. While it is not possible to determine the order of the grains along the beam direction (through the thickness of the film), the line plots presented in Figure 3.3e and f, visualized using flow line methods (often seen in fluid dynamics measurements)\[143\], allows us to visualize the molecular chains and understand the continuity of the structure, as each lattice reflection found at (x, y) is represented by a line colored and oriented according to its lattice orientation angle \(\theta\). The lines in these drawings are oriented perpendicular to their reciprocal space reflections and align with what is believed to be the molecular long axis in real space. While the density of the lines is not indicative of the lattice spacing, their orientation and extent are a direct illustration of the local orientation of the lattice planes, also called the director field.

In the T1+DIO sample, many overlapping domains are visible. Most domains tend to be elongated along a direction close to the molecular backbone axis, which is consistent with prior bright field TEM observations of similar annealed or DIO-treated conducting polymer systems\[144\]. Most of the larger domains had a longer axial dimension on the order of micrometers, and a shorter axial dimension of 100 - 400 nm. Topological singularities were not observed in this sample, but small backbone rotations were observed inside some of the grains (usually <13°). The domains had a slight preferred orientation, but domains stacked along the beam direction did not appear to have any simple crystallographic orientation relationship.

The morphological differences are further emphasized in the autocorrelation study shown in Figure 3.4. By correlating the lattice orientations at each probe location to those of all other probe locations, a map of the probability of finding the same orientation at a distance and a misorientation is computed according to eq. 3.2, where \(\langle I(r, \theta) \rangle^2\) represents
Figure 3.3: Comparison of morphology between samples drop cast with DIO (a, c, e) and without DIO (b, d, f). (a,b) Background HAADF. Dotted lines show area of 4D-STEM scan. A virtual dark field of the scattered amorphous signal reconstructed from the DPs is overlaid onto the HAADF. The angle maps (c, d) show the orientation of the brightest reflection found on the DP at that location. Black arrows in c) indicate disclination discontinuities. Flow maps (e, f) show the continuity of lattice orientations in space. Scale bar is 200 nm.

A normalization factor equivalent to a completely random distribution of lattice orientations in real space. The value of therefore indicates the correlation between probe locations, with observation probability units relative to a random distribution of orientations.

The T1 sample shows a smooth transition in both $r$ and $\theta$, with rotating almost linearly with distance. In contrast, the T1+DIO shows a sharp drop-off around 13°, indicating
Figure 3.4: Autocorrelation results in a) show the spatial and angular relationship between a probe location at $r$ with an orientation $\theta$ to one $\Delta r$ nanometers away with an orientation $\theta + \Delta \theta$. Overlaid slices for both samples are shown in b) for three values for $\Delta r$, clearly demonstrating the increasing divergence between the two as $\Delta r$ increases.
that misorientations within any single grain do not exceed that value. The secondary maximum feature seen on the T1+DIO map at approximately 30° relative orientation comes from the correlation reaching neighboring grains. There is therefore a preferred orientation of neighboring grains, tending towards smaller misorientations. The secondary maximum is not present at a distance <100 nm, indicating that overlapping grains do not have a visible relative orientation presence. However, we note that more observations are required to draw stronger conclusions about the local orientation. The difference between the two morphologies suggests that the addition of the DIO lowers the energy of the film, allowing grains to nucleate and grow - a process usually achieved through annealing[145]. The strong bends seen in the untreated sample's lattice is the result of a kinetically locked pseudo-phase, and is consistent with the observation that films without DIO dry much faster than ones with DIO[146, 147].

3.4 Conclusion

We have successfully resolved and mapped the local crystalline nanostructure of two T1 organic small molecule systems, one with and one without the solvent DIO, through a new STEM nanodiffraction technique. Exposure to DIO during casting dramatically alters the nanostructure of the resulting material, moving from a smectic liquid crystal-like, continuous, smoothly twisting film to a partially segmented, overlapping discrete grain structure. The grain boundaries and crystalline morphologies of both systems have been analyzed through automated algorithms in order to gain insight into the differences between the two structures and to relate the structure to the kinetic and energetic pathways of formation. The facile nature of the technique, as well as its ability to be applied to any semicrystalline or ordered organic materials, facilitates measurement and comparison of phase morphology in these soft materials at a spatial resolution not previously possible.
Chapter 4

Effect of Annealing on PBTTT liquid crystal structure

4.1 Motivation

The polymer Poly[2,5-bis(3-tetradecylthiophen-2-yl)thieno[3,2-b]thiophene][148], abbreviated as PBTTT, is a very popular organic conducting polymer. It is usually doped with Phenyl-C61-Butyric-Acid-Methyl-Ester ((60)PCBM)[149] to form an n-type semiconductor. The efficiencies of this pairing have been shown to be competitively high and its microstructure has been at the focus of a wide body of research[150, 151, 152, 153]. The polymer has a crystalline structure that has been well-characterized through computational modeling [148], atomic force microscopy[154, 155] as well as X-ray studies[156, 157, 151]. The long backbone chains are relatively straight, which allows them to align into ordered rows as their regularly spaced side chains interdigitate. This is facilitated by the flexibility of the backbones, which can accommodate a fair amount of bending and fold on themselves multiple times to create the crystalline domains. A higher crystalline character leads to better electron conductivities[154] – the backbones’ π-π bonds come into alignment with one another and the electrons become better delocalized throughout the structure. With a majority of polymer systems, however, pure crystallinity is not realistically achievable, and well-defined, ordered domains are linked by amorphous regions of disordered chains. In the case of PBTTT as well as a few other molecules [158, 159, 160], a nematic liquid crystal-like phase has been observed through X-ray techniques[151], where the crystalline domains vary continuously in orientation and blend into one another. The characteristic distance of PBTTT’s π-π stacking, reported to be 3.78 to 3.80 Å depending on the doping concentration and computational parameters[148], shows clear Bragg diffraction and can therefore be used to characterize the crystallinity of the polymer system – making it an ideal candidate for a higher resolution investigation of morphology through electron microscopy.

When compared to other conducting polymer systems, the intrinsic calculated electron mobility of single-crystal PBTTT is lower than that of P3HT; this result, however, is contrary
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to empirical measurements when it comes to semi-crystalline films. This means that the electron transport is mitigated by mechanisms other than just electron percolation through the \( \pi-\pi \) stacks. Of particular interest is the spatial extent of and interconnection between the separate ordered domains; indeed, even if charge conduction is very efficient within a particular crystallite, transfer of charge from one crystallite to another can become a serious bottleneck and greatly impede device efficiency. This is also supported by the observation that high molecular weight polymers show better charge mobility due to the inter-domain connections provided by longer chains[161]. This is why investigations into pathways of crystal domain control is of prime relevance to improving the efficiencies of devices that use polymeric conductors.

There are two main methods by which crystallization in polymers is influenced: solvent addition and annealing. Both play on the thermodynamics and kinetics of crystallization by allowing the structure time and opportunity to evolve into the energetically preferable ordered state, or preventing it from doing so[148]. Annealing in particular is routinely used to increase device performance in many conducting polymer systems, and its effect on bulk efficiency is now well-documented [154], with marked improvements shown even by such aggressive thermal treatments as melting and re-crystallization of the material. AFM studies consistently show a smoothing of the film surface with annealing, and molecular dynamics simulations predict a better interdigitation of the side chains. We wish to build on these results by mapping the crystalline domains directly using electron nanodiffraction – showing for the first time the crystalline orientations of the ordered domains of PBT TT thin films and characterizing their morphology change with annealing.

4.2 Methods

The samples were prepared through spin-casting. Silicon substrates with 200 nm thermal oxide were cleaned by sonicating in acetone, methanol and isopropanol for 15 minutes each. The substrates were then treated with an octyltrichlorosilane self-assembled monolayer after a 20 minute UV-Ozone exposure. Films of PBT T T (Mn = 19 kDa, PDI = 1.3) were spin cast from a 2 mg/mL solution in chlorobenzene. The solution was heated to 80°C. The films were then spun at 800 rpm for 1 minute. Annealed films were heated for 2 hours at 180°C, then cooled on a steel heat sink. Spin coating and annealing were performed in a nitrogen glovebox (O2 < 1ppm). Films were transferred onto ultrathin carbon/lacy carbon TEM grids (Ted Pella # 01824) via lift-off in dilute hydrogen fluoride.

4DSTEM datasets were collected on the TITAN X microscope cooled by liquid N\(_2\). All subsequent analysis was performed in Matlab; see appendix for code details.

Several datasets were acquired of the non-annealed, as cast samples; the chosen dataset is denoted as C1. Two datasets were acquired of the annealed samples, referred to as A1 and A2. All datasets span 128x128 probe positions and were taken at 33 ms exposure time, with a 300 kV beam. The fragility of the polymer under the electron beam necessitated a
Figure 4.1: Visualization of dataset A1 at different scales. a) Schematic of the 4DSTEM acquisition technique, showing the dark field reconstruction. The area outlined on the dark field view is shown in b), where real space is tiled with post-processed diffraction patterns. Swatches show areas of relatively constant orientation (A), places where the amorphous halo overtakes the signal and it becomes difficult to differentiate between diffraction from the thick carbon edge and diffraction from the thin film (B), and areas of smooth, gradual rotation (C). The extent of a full diffraction pattern is delineated in the upper left corner of each swatch for reference.

large spot size (11) on the Titan system and short acquisition times to mitigate damage to the polymer.

The datasets acquired have been realigned to a common center and the scattered halo iteratively subtracted from each DP. The scattered signal from the amorphous lacey carbon support is very strong, and distinct diffraction spots in the thicker regions are visible.

Since the characteristic spacings for the PBTTT reflections and those of the scattered amorphous ring match, diffraction spots from regions lying on thicker regions of lacey carbon
often find themselves obscured by the very bright scattered halo and washed away. Therefore, in order to obtain a clean dataset, the scattered halo needed to be modeled and removed.

In order to ensure that the only subtracted signal is that of the scattered amorphous background, a Gaussian is fitted to the amorphous halo. Even though its shape is not an ideal Gaussian, the area of interest – that is, in the vicinity of the PBT TT reflection radius – can be fitted to a Gaussian quite well from an average of all diffraction patterns. This synthetic 2D Gaussian becomes the halo template that is subtracted from each DP; in turn, each subtraction is weighed according to that DP’s relative brightness, since the scattered halo varies greatly in intensity from pattern to pattern. This allows for a more robust finding of the relevant diffraction peaks, and is more accurate than a simple average of all DPs. A 2D Gaussian fit also allows to match the astigmatism of the dataset, which makes it a valid virtual alternative to the average DP.

The subtraction allows for a better, more accurate spot finding. The template of the "ideal diffraction peak" is an average composite of the central transmitted beam images from all DPs. Since the beam is not necessarily symmetrical, each diffraction spot – including the central one – will contain the same irregularities and aberrations, and thus locating the diffraction spots is more robust when the template is more reflective of the actual spot shape.

The diffraction spots were then found and their orientations extracted through phase correlation. Line plots were generated by seeding and propagating orientations through neighboring pixels, as long as there are orientations to be found within 5 degrees of the seed.

4.3 Results

Fig. 4.1b shows a subset of the A2 dataset plotted with each pixel in real space represented by its full diffraction pattern. Due to the large size of the dataset – each real space pixel is represented by a 512x512 pixel image – it is not practical to show the entire plot. The central
beam having been erased and the amorphous scattered halo suppressed, the symmetrical pairs of diffraction spots become apparent on the image.

The results from the peak search and line flow trace for the as cast and annealed samples are shown in Fig. 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5. The virtual dark field reconstruction, taken as the intensity integral over the entire diffraction pattern, is shown for all samples as a reference. The structure of the lacy carbon, as well as the extent of the film and its imperfections can
be clearly seen in all cases.

When looking at the as cast sample, the crystalline topology shows many small, discrete grains of a given orientation (Fig. 4.2b and c). The film is laying uniformly on the lacy carbon and the grain orientation or distribution is not related to its topology. The crystallites are well-dispersed and of very uniform size, from 50 to 100 nm in diameter, and overall disc-shaped; since this is a 2D projection, their extent in the z-direction is not determined. The line plot map in Fig.4.3c, where a line is plotted at each real space position with slope and color corresponding to lattice orientation at that position, shows that individual grains do overlap. In general, the diffraction spots in this sample are significantly sharper and well-defined than in the annealed case, so much so that second-order reflections are also present. In comparison, the annealed sample shows fainter, more diffuse peaks; furthermore, they tend to be "smeared" over an angular range of several degrees on any distinct diffraction pattern. This is due to the fact that at any probe position, the smooth curving of the lattice planes leads to a sampling of a wider range of Bragg reflection conditions. This result is consistent with previously published AFM data mapping the roughness of the film surface. The crystallite domains are small and do not show ordered interconnectivity; dark regions between the grains are most plausibly regions of disordered chains. In the case of the annealed samples, presented in Fig.4.3 and 4.5, the film is broken in half; locations where there is no film are colored black. Looking closely at the line trace reconstruction from Fig.4.5d, we can see that the film appeared to have broken parallel to the lattice backbones. The lattice orientations propagate across the crack and match across the divide, meaning that the film broke after annealing, once all of the orientations had settled. The film was spin-cast and
annaled on a separate substrate, and then floated onto the copper/carbon grid; it therefore expected that the topology of the polymer crystallinity is not related to that of the lacy carbon.

In the case of the annealed polymer films, we observe a type of liquid-crystal crystalline topography previously seen in the case of the T1 small molecule. The orientations of the diffraction spots vary smoothly and continuously. Pairs of disinclination points, where the lattices turn a full $360^\circ$ can be seen; previous studies have linked them to defects in the film.

The liquid crystal structure of the annealed sample shows connectivity across the entire film. Furthermore, there no longer seems to be any overlap of the domains through the
thickness of the film, with one contiguous layer responsible for the entirety of the diffraction signal. This result is consistent with previously published AFM data, where smoother surfaces were observed for annealed samples. The annealing process has led the domains to not only merge into one another but also grow; barring the extreme orientation changes in the vicinity of the disclinations, the rate of variation of the chain orientations is considerably lower than the size of the crystallites in the as-cast sample.

This is not the case in the as-cast sample, where the reflections have, for the most part, a distinct edge, which means that the crystallites have a unique, well-defined preferred orientation. This goes to show that the same conducting polymer, PBTTT, can exhibit extremely diverse topographies depending on processing conditions, which would in turn impact its ability to conduct charge. The smoothly varying, contiguous film exhibited by the annealed sample explains very well why annealing is so effective in increasing electronic conductance. Even though the crystallites in the as-cast sample have better orientation homogeneity within each grain, they are not effectively connected to one another and the electrons do not have any reliable pathways to transfer from one crystallite to another. In this research the polymer was not doped with (60)PCBM as it would usually be in an actual conducting device; because of the size and bulky shape of (60)PCBM molecules, the molecular arrangement of the chains would have to be quite different from what we see in the case of pure PBTTT. Nevertheless, doped PBTTT does exhibit crystallinity, and the study of pure PBTTT as it was done here provides a solid base for comparison and further investigations.

These results can be presented on large scales on the order of microns specifically thanks to the method of 4DSTEM. Detailed high-resolution imaged of the polymer have been obtained through scanning tunnelling microscopy, where the structure of the individual polymer chains has been revealed, and the overall crystal structure has been determined with X-Rays. These techniques, however, probe either the very small or the very large scale, but 4DSTEM is able to concatenate both by mapping relatively large areas on the order of a micron, but at a fine resolution on the order of tens of nanometers. Furthermore, the lineflow data plotting allows a visualization of the structure through the thickness of the film, providing information that AFM cannot show. This makes the technique very powerful for investigating semi-crystalline polymer structures and their properties.

4.4 Conclusion

In this research, the crystallinity of a PBTTT polymer thin film was characterized through scanning electron nanodiffraction. Annealed PBTTT films were found to exhibit a liquid-crystal type of topology where chain orientations vary smoothly over the field of view. As cast samples, on the other hand, showed small, spherical, uniformly dispersed crystalline domains of distinct orientation.
Chapter 5

Conclusion

In this study, the efficacy of transmission electron microscopy in resolving the local structure of crystalline and semi-crystalline polymer features through diffraction has been shown. While the electron beam is highly damaging to the polymer structures themselves, it is possible to adjust parameters such as operating temperature, beam size, step size, and acquisition time, in order to obtain relevant data. While some structures remain too fragile even for the most conservative settings of the aforementioned parameters, the technique has been applied to a number of promising polymer structures in the field of conducting polymers, wherein crystallinity and local microstructure play a big role in the efficiency of electronic transfer.

All of the systems under consideration are important alternatives to traditional inorganic semiconductors, all the while their internal structure and electronic pathway mechanisms are still not well-understood. Their relatively fragile nature and immense variability in form and assembly make these difficult to fully characterize. This research is thus another step in the effort to understand and map the ways electronic conduction occurs in these materials, with the ultimate goal of shaping these mechanisms and making organic conductors better applicable and more competitive.

In future work, more systems would be characterized through this technique – and this not limited to electronically conducting polymers. If the data acquisition rate and signal to noise ration can be improved, and it looks like with the development and installation of new cameras and detectors on microscopes this might soon be the case, it might be possible to image and reconstruct much larger areas or, conversely, to resolve crystallinity on much smaller scales. The behavior of the polymer chains could be mapped to better precision and accuracy, and in-situ dynamic studies can be envisaged as well. The understanding of the electronic behavior of the polymer films could then be augmented with studies on their mechanical or topological properties. Electronic pathways could be correlated with chain orientation and extent in experiments measuring the conductance of a film while being imaged under the microscope. This new way of looking at polymer crystallinity opens myriad pathways for investigation and research, and has the potential to greatly improve our understanding and manipulation efficacy of conductive polymers.
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Appendix A

Code
A.1 Virtual Dark Field

The Virtual Dark Field (VDF) is a real space image reconstructed from a given virtual aperture. The signal at each pixel is the integrated sum over all location within the DP where the aperture is non-zero.

```matlab
function VDF = VDF_iterative( STACK, aperture )

    dimension = size(STACK);

    VDF = zeros([dimension(3), 1]);

    for i = 1:dimension(3)
        slice = single(STACK(:, :, i));
        slice = slice.*aperture;
        k = mean(slice(:));
        VDF(i) = k;
    end
end
```

A.2 Realignment of diffraction pattern centers

The beam sways as it scans the sample. The centers of the diffraction patterns therefore need to be realigned to a common center. The inputs are as follows:

- **stack_centers**: If the sways are not too drastic, then a substack can be cut out of the main dataset that only contains the center spots and used to realign the whole stack. This can be done to unburden the use of memory and accelerate the process. If that cannot be done, then this function will work just as well with this variable being the full stack.

- **STACK**: The initial dataset.

- **usfac**: Upsampling factor; integer. Images will be registered to within 1/usfac of a pixel. For example, usfac=20 means the images will be registered within 1/20 of a pixel. Default is 1.

The code uses dftregistration[131] functions to realign the DPs.

```matlab
function [ Greg_stack ] = dftregistration_alignment( stack_centers, STACK, usfac)

    mask = stack_centers(:, :, 1);
    dimension = size(stack_centers);
    dimension2 = size(STACK);
    maskfft = fft2(mask*1);
    ```
A.3 Subtraction of the amorphous background

Because the diffraction spots are quite strong when accumulated over all DPs, if a simple average is used as the template halo to be subtracted certain locations will be inconsistently weighted because those locations have strong diffracted signal. Therefore, the best average to subtract is an artificially generated "halo" based on a Gaussian fit of the average signal. Unfortunately the actual signal halo is not quite Gaussian, and the central spot is so bright that it skews the fit to the halo unless it is very heavily suppressed.

```matlab
[xx, yy] = meshgrid(linspace(1, 512, 512));
cut = 0.006;
Icut912 = mean(shiftedC912r, 3);
%Thresholding the center peak:
Icut912(Icut912>=max(Icut912(:)).*cut) = max(Icut912(:)).*cut;
```
Iteratively subtracting the halo:

```matlab
function [STACK, amorphous_map] = Amorphous_subt_iterative(STACK, center, average, lattice_rad, realDimx, realDimy)

The function takes in the following inputs:

- **STACK**: Stack of DPs (initial dataset, preferentially realigned)
- **center**: The center of the diffraction pattern (either extracted previously through a realignment fitting or by eye)
- **average**: the mean of all the DPs (preferentially done after realignment, to make sure the centers all match)
- **lattice_rad**: the characteristic lattice spacing of interest (i.e. how far from the center are we expecting to find the spots), in pixels
- **realDimx and realDimy**: the dimensions of the dataset in real space, i.e. number of probe positions scanned over in x and y

This function takes a slice from a stack identified by its ID number within the stack and subtracts the average amorphous halo from it.

```matlab
dimension = size(STACK);

The bright transmitted beam at the center of each DP is masked with a small aperture, the virtual "beamstop".

temp_radius = lattice_rad - 20;
sigmaCorr = 3;

%creation of the beamstop signal aperture
[Ya, Xa] = meshgrid(1:dimension(2), 1:dimension(1));
Ra = sqrt((center(1) - Xa).^2 + (center(2) - Ya).^2);
apertureBeamstop = 60 - Ra;
apertureBeamstop(apertureBeamstop<0) = 0;
apertureBeamstop(apertureBeamstop>1) = 1;
apertureBeamstop = (apertureBeamstop==0)*1;
apertureBeamstop = Gaussian_blurr(apertureBeamstop, 2*ceil(3*sigmaCorr)+1, sigmaCorr);
apertureBeamstop = apertureBeamstop./max(apertureBeamstop(:));

Amorphous signal is taken to be the signal close to the center of the DP, where the halo is strong, and excluding the diffraction signal. An "aperture" is made that includes that halo signal; it will be used to reconstruct a virtual dark field and subsequently tailor-fit the amount of halo signal to be subtracted from each DP. The aperture is circular.
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%creation of the amorphous signal aperture (taken to be close to the beamstop)
[Ya, Xa] = meshgrid(1:dimension(2), 1:dimension(1));
Ra = sqrt((center(1) - Xa).^2 + (center(2) - Ya).^2);
aperture = temp_radius - Ra;
aperture(aperture <0) = 0;
aperture(aperture >0) = 1;
aperture = (aperture==0)*1;

'Starting Loop'
for i=1:dimension(3)
    STACK(:, :, i) = STACK(:, :, i).*apertureBeamstop;
end

%This is the actual virtual dark field generated from the "amorphous"
signal located within the aperture created above.
map = VDF_iterative(STACK, aperture);
amorphous_map = reshape(map, [realDimx, realDimy]);

Each real space pixel of the amorphous VDF is replicated to be the size of the DP it is supposed to be subtracted from. Because of the large size of the datasets involved, the average is subtracted iteratively through a for-loop. This operation could be done all at once through array manipulation, but demands too much memory to do so and is therefore not viable for large files.

Because the intensity of the scattered halo is different for each DP, the subtracted Gaussian halo template is scaled by a number between 0 and 1 representative of the halo’s relative intensity. This relative intensity is based off the VDF calculated previously using the generated aperture.

map = reshape(map, [1, 1, dimension(3)]);
map = single(map/max(map(:)));

for i=1:dimension(3)
    slice = single(STACK(:, :, i));
    m = squeeze(map(:, :, i));
    slice = slice - average.*m*3;
    slice = Gaussian_blurr(slice, 10, 1);
    STACK(:, :, i) = slice;
end

%Setting all values below zero to zero:
STACK(STACK<0) = 0;

end
A.4 Line trace plotting

The following code generates plots where a line is plotted for each orientation found at each real space pixel. The slope orientation matches the angle of orientation of the peak found.

```matlab
function [ All_coords, Intensities ] = Line_tracing_cell( peaks, colormap )
dimension = size(peaks);
maxpeak = 15;

% Row coordinates first, columns second; num peaks; real space dims
All_coords = zeros([2, 2, maxpeak, 128, 128]);
Intensities = zeros([maxpeak, 128, 128]);

for a0 = 1:dimension(1)
    [xx, yy] = ind2sub([128, 128], a0);
    peak = peaks{a0, 2};
    if isempty(peak) == 1
        % 'There is no diffraction here!' continue
    end
    thetas = peak(:, 3);
    intensities = peak(:, 4);
    for peakID = 1:size(peak, 1)
        theta = thetas(peakID);
        intensity = intensities(peakID);
        m = tan(theta);
        b = -yy - m.*xx;
        x = [xx - 0.5, xx + 0.5];
        y = m.*x + b;
        if min(y(:)) <= -yy-0.5
            y = [-yy+0.5, -yy-0.5];
            x = (y-b)./m;
        end
        All_coords(1, :, peakID, yy, xx) = x;
        All_coords(2, :, peakID, yy, xx) = y;
        Intensities(peakID, yy, xx) = intensity;
    end
end
```
A.5 Tiling real space with diffraction patterns

function [ ] = Swatch_plot( STACK )

swatchdim1 = [92 121];
swatchdim2 = [63 116];

STACK = reshape(STACK, [512 512 128 128]);

swatch = STACK(:, :, swatchdim1(1):swatchdim1(2), swatchdim2(1):swatchdim2(2)) ;
swatch = squeeze(swatch);
dim = size(swatch)
t = permute(swatch, [1 3 2 4]);
dim = size(t);
t = reshape(t, [512*dim(2) 512*dim(4)]);
t = squeeze(t);
’done’

%cutting up the image into swatches for memory handling purposes:
A.6 Extracting peak orientations from the diffraction patterns

This function takes in an angle step (10 for every 10 degrees, etc) and makes a rainbow map where the real-space image is colored according to the angle of orientation of the crystallites. This is based on the rotating virtual dark field technique. The first peak found is the center of the DP. Inputs are as follows:

- **STACK**: The stack to analyze. Realigned and with the amorphous halo subtracted.

- **nosubSTACK**: The stack to analyze, but WITHOUT the halo subtraction. Because of the way that the code has been written, the central spot has been masked away by the amorphous subtraction, but it is needed in order to locate the center of each DP. Therefore, it is input here.

- **center**: The center of the diffraction patterns.

- **lattice_rad**: The lattice parameter of interest where the spots are expected to be found, in pixels.

- **Test**: If Test=1, diagnostic plots will be shown during the algorithm run.

- **disk_template**: The optional template for a diffraction spot. If none is provided, a synthetic one will be generated.

_Credit to Colin Ophus for parts of this code._

```matlab
function [Peaks_all] = Rainbow_mapPC_cell(STACK, nosubSTACK, center, lattice_rad, Test, disk_template)
tic
```
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dimension = size(STACK);

if length(dimension)<3
dimension = [dimension 1];
end

corrThresh = 0.01; % peaks found on the PC image are not registered if they are below this value
sigmaCorr = 2;
mPower = 0.8;
k = fspecial('gaussian',2*ceil(3*sigmaCorr)+1,sigmaCorr);

if nargin > 4
G2conj = conj(fft2(disk_template));
end

% NOTE: The amorphous background subtraction is set up to be based on '% amorphous signal close to the central beam, which means that the % subtraction may be too harsh at times. Adjustment of the multiplication % constant of the average to be subtracted may have to be adjusted. % % This is all performed by the Amorphous_subt_iterative.m code

Peaks_all = cell(dimension(3),1);
[column, row] = meshgrid(1:dimension(2), 1:dimension(1));
aesthetic_aperture_rad = 15; % This is the radius of the expected diffraction spot.
masking_aperture_rad = aesthetic_aperture_rad*2; % When looking for peaks on the DP, the peaks found will be masked with an aperture of this radius.

 Ra = sqrt((center(1) - row).^2 + (center(2)-column).^2);
central_masked = (lattice_rad /1.4) - Ra + 0.5;
aperture = central_masked;
aperture(aperture>0) = 0;
aperture(aperture<0) = 1;
aperture = (aperture~=0)*1;

% Also adding in an aperture for the "outer rims" — reflections at a lattice spacing higher than the innermost spot (which is the one we are after)
aperture(central_masked <-masking_aperture_rad*2) = 0;
aperture = Gaussian_blurr(aperture, 20, 5);
aperture = aperture./max(aperture(:));

'aperture computed'
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%PC aperture: This aperture is for the Phase Correlation plot. We want the spot centers to be found only within a small slice within a few pixels of the centerline of the aperture "band" where diffraction occurs.

PCcentral_masked = (lattice_rad) - Ra + 0.5;
PCaperture = PCcentral_masked;
PCaperture(PCaperture>6) = 0;
PCaperture(PCaperture<0) = 1;
PCaperture = (PCaperture~=0) * 1;
PCaperture(PCcentral_masked < -6) = 0;
PCaperture = Gaussian_blurr(PCaperture, 20, 5);
PCaperture = PCaperture./max(PCaperture(:));

if Test == 1
    figure(90);
    clf();
    imagesc(PCaperture);
    title('PC aperture');
    axis equal off;
end

'Starting loop'
for ID = 1:dimension(3)

    I = STACK(:, :, ID);
    nosubI = nosubSTACK(:, :, ID);

    I = single(I);
    nosubI = single(nosubI);

    if Test == 1
        figure(495);
        clf();
        imagesc(I);
        title('The original image');
        axis equal off;
        drawnow();

    end;

    I = aperture.*I;

    if nargin > 5
        nosubm = fft2(nosubI) .* G2conj;
        m = fft2(I) .* G2conj;
        PC = ifft2((abs(m).^mPower) .* exp(1i*angle(m)), 'symmetric');
        nosubPC = ifft2((abs(nosubm).^mPower) .* exp(1i*angle(nosubm)), 'symmetric');
    end;

end;

I = aperture.*I;
symmetric');
if sigmaCorr > 0
  PC = conv2(PC,k,'same');
  nosubPC = conv2(nosubPC,k,'same');
end

else
  PC = Phase_correlation(I,aesthetic_aperture_rad);
end

if Test == 1
  figure(478);
  clf();
  imagesc(PC);
  title('Phase Correlation')
  axis equal off;
  drawnow();
end

PCg = PC.*PCaperture;
PCg = Gaussian_blurr(PCg,aesthetic_aperture_rad,1);
nosubPCg = Gaussian_blurr(nosubPC,aesthetic_aperture_rad,1);

if Test == 1
  figure(47);
  clf();
  imagesc(PCg);
  title('Phase Correlation')
  axis equal off;
  drawnow();
end

%Finding maxima on the correlation plot
p =  PCg > circshift(PCg,[-1 -1]) ... & PCg > circshift(PCg,[ 0 -1]) ... & PCg > circshift(PCg,[ 1 -1]) ... & PCg > circshift(PCg,[-1 0]) ... & PCg > circshift(PCg,[ 1 0]) ... & PCg > circshift(PCg,[-1 1]) ... & PCg > circshift(PCg,[ 0 1]) ... & PCg > circshift(PCg,[ 1 1]) ... & PCg > corrThresh;

nosubp = nosubPCg > circshift(nosubPCg,[-1 -1]) ... & nosubPCg > circshift(nosubPCg,[ 0 -1]) ... & nosubPCg > circshift(nosubPCg,[ 1 -1]) ... & nosubPCg > circshift(nosubPCg,[-1 0]) ... & nosubPCg > circshift(nosubPCg,[ 1 0]) ...
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& nosubPCg > circshift(nosubPCg,[1]) ...
& nosubPCg > circshift(nosubPCg,[0]) ...
& nosubPCg > circshift(nosubPCg,[1]) ...
& nosubPCg > circshift(nosubPCg,[0]) ...
& nosubPCg > circshift(nosubPCg,[1]) ...
& nosubPCg > circshift(nosubPCg,[0]) ...
& nosubPCg > circshift(nosubPCg,[1]) ...
% Locations of the peaks:
[xp,yp] = find(p);
nosubPCgpeaks = nosubPCg.*nosubp;
[nosubxp, nosubypp] = find(nosubPCgpeaks == max(nosubPCgpeaks(:)));
Ip = PC(sub2ind(dimension(1:2),xp,yp));
nosublp = nosubPC(sub2ind(dimension(1:2),nosubxp,nosubypp));
xp = vertcat(nosubxp(1),xp);
yp = vertcat(nosubyp(1),yp);
Ip = vertcat(nosublp(1),Ip);
peakData = sortrows([xp yp Ip ones(numel(xp),1)*ID],3);
if size(peakData,1) > 1
  % Delete peaks too close together
  del = false(size(peakData,1),1);
  for a1 = 1:size(peakData,1)
    if del(a1) == false
      d2 = (peakData(:,1)−peakData(a1,1)).^2 ...
      + (peakData(:,2)−peakData(a1,2)).^2;
      sub = d2 < aesthetic_aperture_rad.^2;
      sub(1:a1) = false;
      del(sub) = true;
    end
  end
  peakData(del,:) = [];
end
Peaks_all{ID,1} = peakData;

if Test == 1
  peakData = Peaks_all{ID,1};
  figure(55)
  clf();
  Ip = STACK(:,ID);
  imagesc(Ip.*aperture)
  % imagesc(Icorr)
  t = linspace(0,2*pi,180+1);
  ct = cos(t);
  st = sin(t);
  hold on
  for a0 = 1:size(peakData,1)
A.7 Plotting of the main peak - orientation maps

Credit to Colin Ophus for the great majority of this code.

```matlab
function [Irgb, imageOrient, imageOrientInterp, imageMask, mask] = measureDisks05(peakDataAll, mycmap)

% Generate orientation map of primary peak

sigmaInterp = 1; %rRange is the lattice spacing range. The phase correlation is already constrained pretty severely in this direction, so this is not a very important metric since there is already an aperture earlier in the algorithm that constrains it.

rRange = [8 278]; % OP

Nout = [1 1]*128; %Size in real space

maskRange = [0 10];

maxThetaShift = 10*pi/180; % OP

thetaPlotSign = -1;

thetaPlotRotate = pi*0.35; % OP

imageShift = [0 0]; % OP

N = size(peakDataAll);

sig = zeros(N(1),2);

for a0 = 1:N(1)
    p = peakDataAll{a0,2};
    if size(p,1) > 0
        % How many peaks fall within the proper lattice spacing?
        sub = p(:,5) > rRange(1) & p(:,5) < rRange(2);
```

```matlab
        % Draw the lines
        line(peakData(a0,2)+st*aesthetic_aperture_rad,...
             peakData(a0,1)+ct*aesthetic_aperture_rad,...
             'linewidth',1,'color','g')
    end
end
hold off
axis equal off
set(gca,'position',[0 0 1 1])
end
tocend
```
if sum(sub) == 1
    % single peak case
    sig(a0,1) = mod(p(sub,6),pi);

elseif sum(sub) > 1
    % Multi peak case
    % Only taking the peaks that fall within our lattice spacing
    % range via boolean slicing:
    pSub = p(sub,:);
    % Extracting the orientation of only the first, most bright
    % peak, aka the CENTER:
    theta0 = pSub(1,6);

    thetaAll = pSub(:,6) - theta0;
    thetaAll = mod(thetaAll + pi/2, pi) - pi/2;
    % thetaMean = mean(thetaAll) + theta0;
    % sig(a0,1) = mod(thetaMean,pi);

    subTheta = abs(thetaAll) < maxThetaShift;
    thetaMean = mean(thetaAll(subTheta)) + theta0;

    sig(a0,1) = mod(thetaMean,pi);
end

end

imageOrient = mod(...
    thetaPlotSign * reshape(sig(:,1),Nout) ...
    + thetaPlotRotate, pi);
imageMask = reshape(sig(:,2),Nout);

% Circshifting to account for the two rows at the top that the camera
% capture for some reason puts at the top:
imageOrient = circshift(imageOrient, imageShift);
imageMask = circshift(imageMask, imageShift);

% Apply trigonometric interpolation:
ct = cos(2*imageOrient);
st = sin(2*imageOrient);

k = fspecial('gaussian',...
    max(2*ceil(3*sigmaInterp)+1,11),...
\begin{verbatim}
    sigmaInterp);
    ct = conv2(ct .* imageMask, k, 'same');
    st = conv2(st .* imageMask, k, 'same');

    ct = ct ./ imageMask;
    st = st ./ imageMask;
    imageOrientInterp = mod(0.5 * atan2(st, ct), pi);

    % Mask
    imageMaskInterp = conv2(imageMask, k, 'same');

    mask = (imageMaskInterp - maskRange(1)) ... /
             (maskRange(2) - maskRange(1));
    mask = min(max(mask, 0), 1);
    mask = sin(mask * pi / 2).^2;

    if nargin > 1
        Irgb_simple = imageOrientInterp;
        rad2deg(Irgb_simple);
        figure(468)
        clf();
        imagesc(Irgb_simple);
        colormap(mycmap);
        axis equal off;
        colorbar
    end

    cmap = jetLoop;
    Irgb = ind2rgb(round(255 * ... mod((imageOrientInterp + 0) / pi, 1)) + 1, cmap);
    Irgb = rgb2hsv(Irgb);
    Irgb(:,:,3) = Irgb(:,:,3) .* mask;
    Irgb = hsv2rgb(Irgb);

    figure(311)
    clf
    imagesc(Irgb)
    colormap();
    axis off equal
    axis off equal
    figure(32)
    clf
    imagesc(mask)
    colormap(gray(256))
    axis off equal
    colorbar
\end{verbatim}
A.8 Reformatting peak data, converting to polar coordinates

Credit to Colin Ophus for the great majority of this code.

```matlab
function [peakDataAll] = measureDisks02(peakDataAll)

% add second column to peakDataAll: polar coordinates,
% add third column to peakDataAll: bright field and dark field images

N = size(peakDataAll);
for a0 = 1:N(1)
    p = peakDataAll{a0,1};
    if size(p,1) < 1
        a0
        disp('empty!')
        peakDataAll{a0,2} = peakDataAll{a0-1,2};
        continue
    end
    if size(p,1) > 1
        % subtracting the center coordinate:
        x = p(2:end,1) - p(1,1);
        y = p(2:end,2) - p(1,2);
        int = p(2:end,3);
        ind = p(2:end,4);
        % r is the distance from the center of the spot:
        r = sqrt(x.^2 + y.^2);
        % t is the angle in RADIANS
        t = atan2(y,x);
        peakDataAll{a0,2} = [x y int ind r t];
        dfSum = sum(int);
    else
        dfSum = 0;
    end
end
```
A.9 Tracing the line flows of the lattice

The following functions generate the line flow maps that pick positions in real space and follow their diffraction peak orientation throughout the image. The line is propagated throughout the image as long as there is a neighboring peak found within a certain number of degrees.

_Credit to Colin Ophus for the great majority of this code._

```matlab
function \[\text{cubeOrient, thetaBins, cubeOrientInit}\] = ...
\traceFlow11(peakDataAll, mask)

\% Full 3D tracing of the orientation maps

\flag\_transpose = 0;
\shiftImage = \[0 -2\]; \% for the two rows on the bottom that for some reason always end up wrapped to the top
\shiftImage = \[0 0\]; \% For PBTTT, this is already done beforehand

\N = \[1 1\]*128; \% Size of the real space image
\sigma = 2/2;

\% Blending factors of the cube orient kernel:
\sigmaTheta = 2 * pi / 180; \% in radians (rad = deg*pi/180)
\sigmaTheta = 10 * pi / 180;
\thetaRotateplanes = -9*pi/180 + pi/2; \% extra pi/2 to convert peak orientations to lattice planes. This 9 degrees rotation factor is inherent to the microscope (TITAN X).

\% C912 lattice parameter range:
\range = \[109 129\]; \% Range of lattice spacing where peaks are to be found (in pixels) = radius of the diffraction
\Nout = round((128*1.94 128)); \% If there was drift realignment, readjust this final dimension

\% Coarseness of the angle range:
\dTheta = 1*pi/180;
\thetaBins = 0:dTheta:(2*pi-dTheta/2);
\N\theta = length(\thetaBins);
```
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```matlab
31  % Main loop
32  cubeOrientInit = zeros(N(1),N(2),Ntheta);
33  comp = 0;
34  for a0 = 1:size(peakDataAll,1)
35      [xInd, yInd] = ind2sub(N,a0);
36      p = peakDataAll{a0,2};
37      
38      if ~isempty(p)
39          sub = (p(:,5) > rRange(1)) ... & (p(:,5) < rRange(2));
40          theta = p(sub,6) + thetaRotateplanes;
41          int = p(sub,3);
42          thetaInds = mod(round(theta / dTheta),Ntheta) + 1;
43          cubeOrientInit(xInd,yInd,thetaInds) = int;
44          thetaInds = mod(round((theta + pi) / dTheta),Ntheta) + 1;
45          cubeOrientInit(xInd,yInd,thetaInds) = int;
46          end
47      if mod(a0,100) == 0
48          comp = a0 / size(peakDataAll,1);
49          progressbar(comp,2);
50          end
51  end
52  if comp < 1
53      progressbar(1,2);
54  end
55  figure(45);
56  clf();
57  imagesc(sum(cubeOrientInit,3));
58  axis equal off;
59  
60  % Apply image transformation
61  for a0 = 1:Ntheta
62      if flag_transpose == 1
63          cubeOrientInit(:, :, a0) = cubeOrientInit(:, :, a0)';
64          end
65      cubeOrientInit(:, :, a0) = circshift(cubeOrientInit(:, :, a0),shiftImage);
66  end
67  
68  % apply mask
```
k = fspecial('gaussian', max(7, 2*ceil(3*sigma)+1), sigma);
mask = double(mask);

% figure(4555);
% clf();
% imagesc(sum(cubeOrientInit, 3));
% axis equal off;

%--------------------------------------------------

% Smoothing over x and y, "blending" the thetas into each other; if you don't want to do that it's quite fine too:
% for a0 = 1:Ntheta
%   cubeOrientInit(:, :, a0) = ...
%   conv2(cubeOrientInit(:, :, a0) .* mask, k, 'same') ...
%   ./ conv2(mask, k, 'same');
% end
%--------------------------------------------------

% Smoothing over theta
s = sigmaTheta / dTheta;
r = max(3, ceil(3*s));
k = fspecial('gaussian', 2*r+1, s);
k = k(:, r+1);
k = k / sum(k(:));
for a0 = 1:N(1)
  for a1 = 1:N(2)
    sig = cubeOrientInit(a0, a1, :);
    sig = conv2(sig(:, :), k, 'wrap');
    cubeOrientInit(a0, a1, :) = sig;
  end
end

% Output after correcting drift
cubeOrient = zeros(Nout(1), Nout(2), Ntheta);
for a0 = 1:Ntheta
  cubeOrient(:, :, a0) = imresize(...
    cubeOrientInit(:, :, a0),...
    Nout, 'bilinear');
end

figure(9898)
cf();
plot(squeeze(cubeOrient(94, 94, :)));
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72

5
6
7 % For TC22/TC4
8
9
10 stepsMax = 4e3; % 2e3;
11 % stepSize = 0.25*1;
12 stepSize = 0.5*1;
13
14 maxAngleChange = pi/2; % 15*pi/180;
15 % For PBTTT1
16 % minWeightInit = 0.1; % CO
17 minWeightInit = 1e-4 * 0; % OP
18
19
20
21
22 minWeightInit = 1e-4; % OP C912
23
24 stepsMax = 4e3; % 2e3;
25 % stepSize = 0.25*1;
26 stepSize = 0.5;
27 stepSize = 0.1;
28
29 maxAngleChange = pi; % 15*pi/180;
30 maxAngleChange = 5*pi/180; % C912;
31 maxAngleChange = 15*pi/180; % C912;
32
33 sigmaWeight = 1;
34 sigmaTheta = 1*2.5; % In bins
35 sigmaThetaInit = 2; % In bins
36
37 %------------------------------------------
38
39 N = size(cubeOrient);
40 % thetaRotateplanes = -9*pi/180;
41 flag_plot_result = 1 * 1;
42 flag_use_orientation_image = 0;
43
44 skip = 4*1; % 5*2;
45 % skip = 1; % OP
46 xx = floor(skip/2):skip:N(1);
47 yy = floor(skip/2):skip:N(2);
48 [yya, xxa] = meshgrid(yy, xx);
49 xySeeds = [xxa(:) yya(:)];
50
51 % xySeeds = [58 75];
52 % xySeeds = [101 79];
53 % xySeeds = [79 101] + [2 0];
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54 % Move theta by offset — doesn’t work
55 % thetaBins = thetaBins + thetaRotateplanes;
56
57 % Coordinates
58 x0 = 1:N(1);
59 y0 = 1:N(2);
60 % [ya,xa] = meshgrid(y0,x0);
61
62 % Weighting kernel
63 v = ceil(2*sigmaWeight); ceil(2*sigmaWeight);
64 % v = -2:2;
65 vt = ceil(2*sigmaTheta); ceil(2*sigmaTheta);
66 [yy,xx,zz] = meshgrid(v,v,vt);
67 k = exp(-xx.^2 / (2*sigmaWeight^2)) ... 
68 .* exp(-yy.^2 / (2*sigmaWeight^2)) ... 
69 .* exp(-zz.^2 / (2*sigmaTheta^2));
70 k = k / sum(k(:));
71 % term1 = -1/(2*sigmaWeight^2);
72
73 r = ceil(3*sigmaThetaInit);
74 kInit = fspecial(’gaussian’,...
75 2*r+1,sigmaThetaInit);
76 kInit = kInit(:,r+1);
77 kInit = kInit / sum(kInit);
78 %
79 % figure(234)
80 % clf;
81 % imagesc(kInit)
82 % axis equal
83
84 % Bookkeeping
85 numSeeds = size(xySeeds,1);
86 flowLines3D = cell(1,1);
87 flowCount = 1;
88 deltaTheta = thetaBins(2) - thetaBins(1);
89 Ntheta = length(thetaBins);
90 % shiftThetaBins = thetaBins(3) * 1e-6;
91 thetaTile = repmat(reshape(thetaBins,...
92 [1 1 N(3)]),[length(v) length(v)]);
93
94 % Generate flow lines
95 for a0 = 1:numSeeds
96 for a0 = 1:150
97 a0
98 xyInit = xySeeds(a0,:);
99 if carbonmask(round(xyInit(1)),round(xyInit(2))) == 1
100 continue
101 end
% Get initial theta seeds
% thetaSig is just the line of angles from the cube, with a peak at
% angle locations where the orientation has been found.
thetaSig = squeeze(...
cubeOrient(round(xyInit(1)),round(xyInit(2)),:,:));

rad2deg(thetaSig);

% Convolving with a smoothing kernel (WARNING: kInit has nothing to do with k):
thetaSig = convolve2(thetaSig,kInit,'wrap');

%p is equal to 1 where there is a peak and 0 everywhere else. Basically
% a peak finding filter.
% The size of p is [360 1] (or other, depending on the coarseness of the thetabins.
p = thetaSig > circshift(thetaSig,[-1 0]) ... & thetaSig > circshift(thetaSig,[1 0]);

% Since we do not want to find both of the opposing peaks that are
% really one reflection (reflected spot across the center beam), we
% erase one half of the field of view. We only look at peaks in the 0 to
% 180 degree range (because both peaks are equally strong and inevitably
% found by the algorithm, we do not miss any, really).
p((Ntheta/2+1):end) = false;

% thetaInit are the angle(s) at which there are peaks.
thetaInit = thetaBins(p);

% Refine initial angles, get initial intensities
del = false(length(thetaInit),1);

%xInds and yInds are coordinates some x and y away from the seed
% location under consideration. looks like [...] x-2 x-1 x+1 x+2 ...]
xInds = round(xyInit(1)) + v;
yInds = round(xyInit(2)) + v;

% Just in case we are at an edge where the coordinates go out of bounds,
% we delete any coordinates from xInds and yInds that are smaller than 1
% or larger than the total dimension of the real space image.
xKeep = xInds >= 1 & xInds <= N(1);
yKeep = yInds >= 1 & yInds <= N(2);

% At the onset, simply a vector array with the same number of zeros as there
% are peaks.
intInit = zeros(length(thetaInit),1);

% Stepping over each angle peak:
\begin{verbatim}
for a1 = 1:length(thetaInit)
  for a2 = 1:5
    %vt is the same as v, but for thetas. Looks like
    %([... -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 ...])
    %In the case that the step size between the thetabins is not 1
    %degree
    % (which makes everything easier — but maybe it’s 0.5 degrees or
    % another arbitrary amount), the thetaInit will not *really* be
    % in units of theta but in units of 2theta or 3theta or whatever
    % the step size multiplier is. In order to get the actual value
    % of the peak in the proper [0 180] degree scale, we need to
    % divide the peak location within thetaBins by the theta step.
    % This is what is happening here.
    % reminder: mod is the REMAINDER after division.
    tInds = mod(round(thetaInit(a1) / deltaTheta) + vt, Ntheta) + 1;
    % k is our 3D kernel: v by v by vt; basically x,y,theta.
    % The slicing with xKeep and yKeep is so that we are not falling
    % off the edges.
    signal3D = k(xKeep,yKeep,:)
    xInds(xKeep),yInds(yKeep),tInds);
    intInit(a1) = sum(signal3D(:));
    if intInit(a1) > minWeightInit
      theta3D = thetaTile(xKeep,yKeep,tInds);
      thetaInit(a1) = sum(signal3D(:).*theta3D(:))
      / sum(signal3D(:));
    else
      del(a1) = true;
    end
  end
  thetaInit(del) = []; intInit(del) = [];
end
for a1 = 1:length(thetaInit)
  theta = thetaInit(a1);
  xyI = [xyInit intInit(a1)];
  xyAll1 = xyI;
  count = 1;
  while count <= stepsMax
    % Update position
  end
end
\end{verbatim}
```
  xyI(1:2) = xyI(1:2) + [\cos(\theta) \sin(\theta)] * stepSize;

  % Update orientation
  xInds = round(xyI(1)) + v;
  yInds = round(xyI(2)) + v;
  tInds = mod(round(theta / deltaTheta) + vt,Ntheta) + 1;
  xKeep = xInds >= 1 & xInds <= N(1);
  yKeep = yInds >= 1 & yInds <= N(2);

  signal3D = k(xKeep,yKeep,:) ... 
  .* cubeOrient( ... 
    xInds(xKeep),yInds(yKeep),tInds);
  theta3D = thetaTile(xKeep,yKeep,tInds);
  thetaNew = sum(signal3D(:).*theta3D(:)) ... 
    / sum(signal3D(:));
  xyI(3) = sum(signal3D(:));

  % Verify angle change is small enough, and intensity is high enough
  if (abs(mod(thetaNew - theta + pi,2*pi) - pi) ... 
    < maxAngleChange)
    theta = thetaNew;
    % Verify point still inside boundaries
    if xyI(1) < 1 ... 
      || xyI(2) < 1 ...
      || xyI(1) > N(1) ... 
      || xyI(2) > N(2)
      count = stepsMax + 1;
    else
      % Iterate
      count = count + 1;
      xyAll1(count,:) = xyI;
    end
  end
  else
    count = stepsMax + 1;
  end

  % Move in the opposite direction
  theta = thetaInit(al) + pi;
  xyI = [xyInit intInit(al)];
  xyAll2 = xyI;
  count = 1;
  while count <= stepsMax
    % Update position
    xyI(1:2) = xyI(1:2) + [\cos(\theta) \sin(\theta)] * stepSize;
```

% Update orientation
xInds = round(xyI(1)) + v;
yInds = round(xyI(2)) + v;
tInds = mod(round(theta / deltaTheta) + vt,Ntheta) + 1;
xKeep = xInds >= 1 & xInds <= N(1);
yKeep = yInds >= 1 & yInds <= N(2);

signal3D = k(xKeep,yKeep,:) .* cubeOrient(...
    xInds(xKeep),yInds(yKeep),tInds);
theta3D = thetaTile(xKeep,yKeep,tInds);
thetaNew = sum(signal3D(:).*theta3D(:)) / sum(signal3D(:));
xyI(3) = sum(signal3D(:));

% Verify angle change is small enough
if (abs(mod(thetaNew - theta + pi,2*pi) - pi) < maxAngleChange)
    theta = thetaNew;
else
    % Iterate
    count = count + 1;
    xyAll2(count,:) = xyI;
end
end

% Output trace
xyUnion = [flipud(xyAll1(2:end,:)); xyAll2];
if size(xyUnion,1) > 1
    flowLines3D{flowCount,1} = xyUnion;
    flowCount = flowCount + 1;
end
end

comp = a0 / numSeeds;
progressbar(comp,2);
end
if flag_plot_result == true
    figure(56)
    clf

% This is just plotting the figure:
if flag_use_orientation_image == true
    [~,tInds] = max(cubeOrient(:,1:(N(3)/2)),[],3);
    imageOrient = thetaBins(tInds);
    imagesc(imageOrient/pi,...
        'xdata',y0,'ydata',x0)
else
    I = sum(cubeOrient,3);
    k = fspecial('gaussian',7,1);
    I = conv2(I,k,'same') ...
        ./ conv2(ones(size(I)),k,'same');
    imagesc(I / max(I(:)),...
        'xdata',y0,'ydata',x0)
end
hold on
size(flowLines3D)
for a0 = 1:size(flowLines3D,1)
    xyAll = flowLines3D{a0,1};
    plot(xyAll(:,2),xyAll(:,1),...
        'linewidth',1,'color','k')
end
hold off
axis equal off
if flag_use_orientation_image == true
    colormap(jetLoop(256) *1 + 0);
    caxis([0 1])
else
    colormap(gray(256))
    caxis([-1 1])
end
set(gca,'position',[0 0 1 1])
end

function [Irgb] = traceFlow16(flowLines)
tic
N = [128 128]; % size of output array

% Dataset PBTTT11
APPENDIX A. CODE

```matlab
79 dxyOut = 0.01; %this is the important parameter that determines the thickness and sparsity of the lines. In general, smaller = lots of thin lines, bigger = a few thick lines
8 Nout = round(N(1:2) / dxyOut);
9 scaleLines = 2;
10 sigmaImage = 1;
11 scaleImageColour = 0.00000000020;
12 intAvgMin = 0.000025;
13 intRange = [0.0 2];
14 windowSmooth = 11;
15
16 inds = 1:size(flowLines,1);
17
18 % initialize arrays
19 Idx = zeros(Nout);
20 Idy = zeros(Nout);
21 Icount = zeros(Nout);
22
23 % Main loop
24 comp = 0;
25 for a0 = 1:size(flowLines,1)
26    ind = inds(a0);
27    xyI = flowLines{ind,1};
28    if mean(xyI(:,3)) > intAvgMin
29        % Intensity
30            xyI(:,3) = smooth(xyI(:,3),windowSmooth,'moving');
31            xyI(:,3) = (xyI(:,3) - intRange(1)) / (intRange(2) - intRange(1));
32            xyI(:,3) = min(max(xyI(:,3),0),1);
33            if scaleLines > 1
34                xyI = imresize(xyI,...
35                    [round(scaleLines*size(xyI,1)) 3],...
36                        'bilinear');
37                xyI(:,3) = xyI(:,3) / scaleLines;
38            end
39        % direction
40            dxy = circshift(xyI(:,1:2),[-1 0]) ... 
41                - circshift(xyI(:,1:2),[1 0]);
42            dxy(end,:) = dxy(2,:);
43            dxy(end-1,:) = dxy(end-1,:);
44    end
45
46    x = xyI(:,1) / dxyOut;
47    y = xyI(:,2) / dxyOut;
48    x = min(max(x,1),Nout(1)-1);
49    y = min(max(y,1),Nout(2)-1);
50    XF = floor(x);
```
APPENDIX A. CODE

\begin{verbatim}
56 \text{yF} = \text{floor}(y); 57 \text{dx} = x - xF; 58 \text{dy} = y - yF;

59 \text{xyInds} = [\ldots 60 \quad \text{xF} \quad \text{yF}; 61 \quad \text{xF}+1 \quad \text{yF}; 62 \quad \text{xF} \quad \text{yF}+1; 63 \quad \text{xF}+1 \quad \text{yF}+1;
64 \];
65 \text{weights} = [\ldots 66 \quad (1-\text{dx}).*(1-\text{dy}); 67 \quad \text{dx}.*(1-\text{dy}); 68 \quad (1-\text{dx}).*\text{dy}; 69 \quad \text{dx}.*\text{dy};
70 \];

71 \text{Idx} = \text{Idx} + \text{accumarray}(\text{xyInds},\ldots 72 \quad \text{weights}.*\text{repmat(\text{dxI}(,1).*\text{xyI}(,3),[4\ 1]),Nout});
73 \text{Idy} = \text{Idy} + \text{accumarray}(\text{xyInds},\ldots 74 \quad \text{weights}.*\text{repmat(\text{dxI}(,2).*\text{xyI}(,3),[4\ 1]),Nout});
75 \text{Icount} = \text{Icount} + \text{accumarray}(\text{xyInds},\ldots 76 \quad \text{weights}.*\text{repmat(\text{xyI}(,3),[4\ 1]),Nout});

77 \end

78 \text{comp} = a0 / \text{size(flowLines,1)};
79 \text{progressbar(comp,2)};

80 \end
81 \text{if} \text{comp} < 1
82 \text{progressbar(1,2)};
83 \end
84
85 \% KDE
86 \text{k} = \text{fspecial('gaussian',2*ceil(4*sigmaImage)+1,sigmaImage)};
87 \text{Inorm} = 1./\text{conv2(ones(Nout),k,'same')};
88 \text{Idx} = \text{conv2(Idx,k,'same')} .* \text{Inorm};
89 \text{Idy} = \text{conv2(Idy,k,'same')} .* \text{Inorm};
90 \text{Icount} = \text{conv2(Icount,k,'same')} .* \text{Inorm};
91
92 \% Make RGB image
93 \text{Irgb} = \text{ones(Nout(1),Nout(2),3)};
94 \text{Ih} = \text{mod(atan2(Idy,Idx)/pi,1)};
95 \text{Iv} = \text{min(Icount/scaleImageColour,1)};
96 \text{Irgb(:,:,1)} = \text{Ih};
97 \text{Irgb(:,:,3)} = \text{Iv};
98 \text{Irgb} = \text{hsv2rgb(Irgb)};
\end{verbatim}
```matlab
figure(112)
clf
imagesc(Irgb)
axis equal off
colormap(gray(256))
set(gca, 'position', [0 0 1 1])
toc
end
```